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Celebrating the best in UK Manufacturing



The Manufacturer Top 100 provides a platform for the recognition of exceptional 
individuals in UK manufacturing. By publicising the commitment and enthusiasm of 
those achieving great feats in industry, TM helps raise the bar for competitive best 
practice across the nation’s industrial base and inspires young people with a zest 
for business and engineering to pursue careers in manufacturing. 

Born two years ago from several conversations regarding the lack of visible and 
positive manufacturing role models in the public eye, the second annual TM Top 
100 report showcases another cohort of inspirational stories from a varied cross-
section of the manufacturing community.  

This year we received more than 200 nominations and it was tremendously difficult 
to halve this number into those listed in this report. It took our expert panel of 
judges more than a month of reflection, but after many long hours of careful 
deliberation the judging team reached a final decision, a decision brought to life 
in the pages of this report. Within these chosen 100 people, 20 have been given 
exemplar status because of their truly unique contribution to industry. 

The pages that follow contain inspiring stories from a plethora of manufacturing 
sectors; tales of courage, tenacity, determination and success; leaders, 
innovators, investors, exporters, pioneers, change-makers and facilitators that 
reveal the true worth of UK manufacturing and the great individuals that breathe 
life into the sector. 

Putting this report together has been a sheer delight, and we can only hope that 
you are as enthused reading it as we were compiling it.
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We are delighted once again to be sponsoring The 
Manufacturer Top 100. This event is about celebrating 
the many great things going on in the manufacturing 
industry here in the UK, and provides us with an 
opportunity to showcase the best and brightest.

It’s particularly encouraging that these awards 
recognise individuals and companies from the 
broadest spectrum of the industry. They encompass 
not just the heavy engineering giants, but smaller 
firms representing best-in-class traditional skills, hi-
tech innovation or indeed both. 

And that diversity is what typifies UK manufacturing, 
from the dynamic fast-growing aerospace sector 
through to the timeless quality of fine china. 
Manufacturing is deeply embedded not just in 
our psyche and heritage, but in our future as a 
sustainable economy on the global stage.

Cornerstone of the economy
Manufacturing in the UK directly employs 2.6 million 
people and makes up 54% of exports. That’s a 
massive contribution to GDP, and why it’s vital that 
government, bank and industry bodies continue 
to provide robust support. It’s also why projects 
such as The Manufacturer Top 100 can make a real 
difference, in providing a platform to celebrate 
success and inspire the next generation.

Working with the next generation – of both 
individuals and businesses – is something particularly 
close to our hearts. In recent weeks, the Lloyds Bank 
Advanced Manufacturing Training Centre will open 
on the outskirts of Coventry. The centre will train 
over 1,000 people over the next ten years, helping 
to deliver the skills the UK needs to remain globally 
competitive. 

Foreword
Manufacturing is in our blood
Lloyds Banking Group’s £5m investment in the centre 
is part of our wider commitment to supporting UK 
manufacturers and our overarching strategy to help 
Britain prosper. This support is woven into our DNA. 
For example, our relationship directors undergo 
training by the Warwick Manufacturing Group to 
ensure they can provide the specialist expertise and 
insight that manufacturing businesses need. 

Through understanding those needs we have 
developed specific funding solutions across lending, 
supply chain management, working capital finance 
and international trade that can help manufacturers 
fulfil their ambitions in the UK and overseas. Indeed, 
a core part of our strategy is our commitment 
to provide an additional £1bn of new lending to 
manufacturers every year until 2017*.

Opportunities ahead
This support provides UK manufacturers with the 
freedom to do what they do best – innovate, adapt 
and grasp the challenges of new technology 
and new markets. The Manufacturer Top 100 
demonstrates that manufacturing is dynamic, 
exciting and challenging. Your passion for the 
sector, your drive to grow, and your commitment 
to invest in the skills and technology of the future 
are truly motivating. It is this that will help us build 
internationally successful manufacturing businesses 
and support a sustainable and prosperous Britain.

* Lloyds Banking Group lending figures correct as at 31 December 2014. 

James Walton
Director, Manufacturing, 
Lloyds Bank Commercial Banking
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The Manufacturer 
Top 100 judging panel

Our list of 100 inspirational manufacturing role models has been selected by our esteemed 
judging panel, consisting of representatives from academia, industry and government.

THE JUDGES

Dick Elsy
CEO

High Value Manufacturing 

Catapult

Paul Everitt
CEO

ADS

Nigel Fine
CEO

Institution of Engineering and 

Technology

Philip Greenish CBE
CEO

Royal Academy of Engineering

Professor John Perkins
Former Chief Scientific Advisor

BIS

Tom Lawton
Business Assurance Partner

BDO

Asif Moghal
Industry Manager, Manufacturing ISM

Autodesk

Jan Ward CBE
CEO

Corrotherm

Zoe Webster
Head of High Value Manufacturing

Innovate UK

Alan Foster
Operations Director

McLaren Racing

David Atkinson
Head of Manufacturing

Lloyds Bank

Terry Scuoler
CEO

EEF

Rachel Eade MBE
National Sector Lead for Automotive 

Manufacturing Advisory Service

Judith Hackitt CBE
Chair

Health and Safety Executive

Professor Sir Mike Gregory CBE
Outgoing Head of the Institute of 

Manufacturing 

Cambridge University
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Jane Robinson
Director

Cutting Technologies

Why The Manufacturer 
Top 100 is important

THE JUDGES
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Dick Elsy, CEO, High Value Manufacturing Catapult

Alan Foster, Operations Director, McLaren Racing

Rachel Eade MBE, National Sector Lead for Automotive, 

Manufacturing Advisory Service

Nigel Fine, CEO, Institution of Engineering and Technology Dave Atkinson, Head of Manufacturing, Lloyds Bank

Tom Lawton, Business Assurance Partner, BDO

Asif Moghal, Industry Manager, Manufacturing ISM, 

Autodesk

“The Manufacturer Top 100 plays a crucial role in 
highlighting manufacturing as an attractive and 
aspirational career choice. Exciting developments in 
technology show that manufacturing is more vibrant 
than ever and the Top 100 is an opportunity for us to 
celebrate the UK’s success in this industry.”

“This report is a celebration of the human element 
of all that is good in UK manufacturing today. The 
rich seam of value-added they bring is vital to our 
sustained economic success. Manufacturing has its 
time in the sunshine again and this report is a great 
way to bask in it.”

“I am proud to have being involved in the second 
year of The Manufacturer Top 100, a quest to identify 
and recognise those individuals who have the passion 
and drive to make a difference to UK manufacturing. 
I believe this recognition applauds their commitment 
and provides role models for others.”

“The Manufacturer initiative to establish a Top 100 
within their respective fields of expertise, is going 
to create a much needed invigoration to the 
professionalisation and therefore acceptance of 
the importance of manufacturing and engineering 
in the wealth generation of the UK.” 

“The Manufacturer Top 100 is a fabulous opportunity 
for those in the sector to recognise people that 
make such a huge impact and sometime just don’t 
realise it, let along get recognised for it… All too 
often the headlines get forgotten but the legacy of 
some peoples actions and behaviours last forever.” 

“In my view, manufacturing is the most important 
sector in the rebalancing of the UK economy and 
for the second year The Manufacturer Top 100 
is providing an essential platform to recognise 
talented role models who will inspire and attract 
future generations.”

“We’re on the brink of a new industrial revolution, so it’s 
never been more important to showcase how British 
manufacturers are driving productivity, innovation 
and repetitive advantage. The Top 100 celebrates this 
shamelessly, and we need more of that.”
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 The Judging Criteria
The Manufacturer Top 100 nominee must represent one or more of the following criteria:

BOLD INVESTER IN NEW MARKETS
Someone who has been courageous in finding new markets, increased revenue by venturing 
overseas and helped reshape one or multiple markets by proving a new and competitive 
business model involving UK manufacturing.

DRIVER OF CULTURAL CHANGE
An individual who has helped to alter popular perceptions about manufacturing locally or 
nationally, inspiring young people, women and minority groups or has
influenced government to help make conditions better for manufacturing in the UK.

THE YOUNG PIONEER
A person who has made an impact disproportionate to their years, providing inspiration for 
the future of manufacturing in the UK.

AN INSPIRING LEADER
An inspiring leader who has created wealth for and created stable employment at a UK-
based manufacturing firm, while remaining committed to investing in developing the value of 
their manufacturing business through people, processes and technology.

THE UNSUNG HERO
Someone who has been instrumental in facilitating the success of those around them and 
the success of the business as a whole. They are the constants that provide support and 
knowledge both downwards and upwards within the professional hierarchy. 
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Introducing 
The Manufacturer Top 100 2015

Last year’s list brought together and celebrated the most talented individuals from 
every corner of the UK manufacturing community. 
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DANIEL BEE | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ORTHOD GROUP LTD.

In Bee’s 24 months as CEO, OrthoD Group has doubled its profitability and share value through 
a significant investment in R&D, engineering, marketing, production and new technologies. 
62% of OrthoD Group’s sales are exported to over 50 overseas markets and recent 
manufacturing innovations will enable the launch of more products than it managed during 
the whole of the past decade. This accelerated development and innovation programme 
has been achieved through Bee’s top to bottom reinvention and reinvigoration of the group, 
underpinned by a deeply committed investment in people, skills, resourcing, mentoring and 
professional training at all levels.

CHARLES BAMFORD | OPERATIONS MANAGER, WILD MANUFACTURING GROUP LTD.

Bamford started his career as a tool making apprentice in Oxford. Since then Bamford has 
worked in the automotive sector and is now operations manager for Wild Manufacturing 
Group Ltd. Since his appointment in 2010, Bamford has been pivotal in transforming a 
complex batch manufacturing facility into a successful and expanding exporter of precision 
componentry. Combining both high volume and high precision, Wild Manufacturing are 
able to compete in Tier 1 and Tier 2 export markets which now make up nearly half of Wild’s 
business. Bamford dedicates a significant amount of his time to production management and 
leadership development including apprentice training. He has also been particularly active 
in raising the profile of manufacturing through social media and has recently become a STEM 
ambassador for the West Midlands.

GRAHAM BAKER | CHAIRMAN, BUTCHER’S PET CARE LTD.

Baker entered the family meat wholesale business in 1970. By the mid 1980s, the business had 
grown to be the biggest beef slaughter plant in Europe – exporting beef all over the world. 
Badly hit by the 1996 BSE crisis, the meat business closed in 2003. However, in 1983, Baker had 
started a pet food canning business to use up by-products from the slaughter plant. Today, 
Butcher’s Pet Care produces one in three of all cans of dog food that are consumed in 
the UK. The company turns over nearly £100m and employs more than 300 people. Baker is 
married to Elizabeth, has six children and is a Warden at The Worshipful Company of Butchers 
in the City of London.

A-B
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MATTHEW ALDRIDGE | UK MANAGING DIRECTOR, IGUS®

Aldridge was appointed UK managing director of igus® in 2013. He introduced a number 
of changes to enhance the structure and strategy of the business, which contributed to 
double-digit sales growth in his first full year in charge. Having joined igus® in 1996, Aldridge 
took immediate responsibility for developing the bearings area of the business. Combining 
engineering expertise with sales and marketing skills, Aldridge grew the division and 
introduced a new telemarketing function with flexible working practices that became a 
template for igus® worldwide. A qualified mechanical engineer and member of the Institute 
of Directors, Aldridge is a passionate ambassador for manufacturing and a strong advocate 
for innovation, equality and opportunities for young people. 

ALAN BATES | GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR, KLINGER UK  

Under the guidance and supervision of Bates, the Bradford-based developer of specialised 
gaskets for the oil, gas, aerospace and defence markets, has almost doubled the size of its 
plant to cater for growing international demands. The company operates in a number of 
locations across the country and remains the world’s leading developer, manufacturer and 
distributor of quality sealing products. Steering the company through a range of troubling 
times, including the global recession in 2008, which saw the organisation buck the national 
trend and expand rather than contract, the organisation is now looking to the future with the 
nuclear industry set to play a key part in the company’s expansion plans. Bates champions 
the benefits of apprenticeships, and as well as hiring 10 graduates a year, the company 
now hires several apprentices. Bates was educated at Queen Elizabeth Grammar School in 
Blackburn and after at Manchester University.

KEVIN BRENNAN | CEO, QUORN FOODS

Brennan has been CEO of Quorn Foods for five years and has led the management team to 
a complete turnaround, increasing sales from a decline to a trend of 8% growth over the past 
three years. Before he arrived at Quorn, Brennan helped globalise Kellogg’s Special K and was 
a part of several teams responsible for Mumm Champagne, Wolf Blass new world wines and 
Carex soap, respectively. With Brennan at the helm, Quorn has reduced its manufacturing costs 
by more than 15%. Inspired by his entrepreneurial father, Brennan studied economics at York 
University and landed a marketing job at Beechams straight after.

JOHN BRAITHWAITE | NEW PRODUCT DIRECTOR, SUNSEEKER INTERNATIONAL LTD.

Braithwaite joined his family’s marine business in 1964, at a time when pleasure boating as a 
leisure activity was still in its infancy. In the early ‘70s, he and his brother co-founded Sunseeker 
International and started producing their own brand of sport boat. Braithwaite’s brother Robert 
took care of the sales and marketing side of the business, while Braithwaite spearheaded 
the design and manufacturing of an ever increasing product range. Braithwaite has headed 
up the design and engineering department now for over 45 years, during which time he has 
been instrumental in the realisation and creation of some of the most iconic and immediately 
recognisable powerboats and luxury yachts in the world today. The Sunseeker brand is currently 
the largest manufacturer of this type of craft by volume and is extremely highly regarded 
throughout the marine industry.

DAVID BISHOP | OPERATIONS DIRECTOR, JOHN SWEEPERS LTD.

After studying his BSc at Plymouth Polytechnic, Bishop began his career with Bentley Engineering 
in 1983. Having previously held positions at Simon Engineering plc and Sloane Group, Bishop 
started at Johnston Group in 1997 and worked for five years in the UK and the US. In his tenure, 
Bishop has been the driving force behind growth at Johnston Sweepers and instrumental in the 
company’s recent £11M investment in a new factory at its Dorking site. He has been a leader 
in the implementation of lean and continuous improvement strategies across the site, as well as 
strategic development at Johnston Sweepers, creating truly super-efficient operations. Bishop 
has also initiated efforts to increase employee engagement at the Dorking plant. Bishop has an 
MBA from Sheffield Hallam University and MSc in Lean Operations from Cardiff Univerisity.

CHARLIE BIGHAM | FOUNDER, CHARLIE BIGHAM’S 

Bigham has been producing delicious food for 19 years. The brand has grown from a Notting 
Hill kitchen table to a business that employs over 250 people. The firm has recorded annualised 
retail sales for the brand of nearly £40m. Bigham started making food after he noticed his friends 
were leading busier lives, competing with career demands, children and day-to-day chores, 
giving them fewer opportunities to simply sit down and enjoy a proper meal with their other 
halves. Inspired by his travels, Bigham began experimenting in his kitchen and soon established 
Charlie Bigham’s, a range of fresh, delicious, high quality dishes to enjoy at home.

STEPHEN BENT | UK PRODUCTION MANAGER, DR. MARTENS, AIRWAIR INTERNATIONAL LTD.

Bent studied Design at UEA before entering manufacturing as a factory operative. In the past 
15 years he has managed business units producing items as diverse as digital print documents, 
aerospace components and telecommunications technology. When Bent took on the role of 
UK production manager for the iconic British brand Dr. Martens, he knew he’d found his dream 
job making a product he loves. As a trailblazer for footwear apprentices, Bent works with the 
BFA to shape the continuity of craftsmanship and strive to eliminate a skills gap in this unique 
industry. Bent believes that innovation is our heritage. 
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Alec. “Not to mention the direct positive 
impact it has on the lives of so many, we 
are a real feel-good business.”

Alec left school at 16 to join Shell as an 
apprentice marine engineer. Working 
with just the resources and tools 
available on a ship isolated in the middle 
of the ocean helped instil a “can do” 
mindset – something that has stood him 
in good stead for future endeavours.

He first become involved in rice milling 
while employed by Foseco during the 
summer break while studying at Aston 
University. Having swiftly grasped the 
significance and unexpected opportunity 
of Koolmill, it became his final year project 
and post-graduation, he joined Foseco 
to continue working on it. A nominal 
MBO saw the pioneering engineer take 
ownership of the IP and, alongside his 
wife, Fiona, has been responsible for all 
aspects of funding and the delivery of a 
viable commercial technology.

Koolmill’s disruptive, highly capital 
intensive technology means the family-

run business faces many of the same 
challenges that almost all microSMEs 
encounter, notes Alec.

“We have a novel system coming into 
an antiquated industry where, for some 
territories in particular, people are very 
resistant to change. It’s taken us longer 
than expected to get to where we are 
today, but then it took Dyson 15 years to 
produce his vacuum.

“Yet we’ve delivered a multi-award 
winning technology that a lot people – 
especially our two major international 
competitors – would have thought was 
impossible.

“We have successfully delivered 
an incredibly globally significant 
technology, the next step is 
commercialising that innovation fully.”

The couple were initially shocked to 
discover they’d been nominated for 
TM Top 100 – especially considering the 
names on last year’s list, Fiona says; “But 
to be considered in the same light is 
fantastic.”

“Having worked in the background and 
supported everything that’s happened, 
but not necessarily being the face of 
Koolmill, to have what has been our 
lives be so visibly recognised by others is 
wonderful.”

Food poverty is a significant global 
challenge, affecting some 3.3 billion 
people. For almost half of the world’s 
population, rice literally represents life. 
With the Earth having to support an 
estimated further 2.5 billion people by 
2050, this dire situation is only mounting.

Of the 750 million tonnes of paddy 
harvested each year – worth around 
£200bn, almost a third is either lost 
or damaged during post-harvest 
processing. During milling, the husk and 
bran is removed leaving white rice. 
Millers then face a choice, accepting 
damaged rice for volume or focusing 
on quality, a decision which directly 
impacts their profitability.

The Andersons have the capability to 
disrupt this. They have developed a truly 
innovative milling process that represents 
a step-change for the cereal industry.

Their radical superefficient displacement 
technology addresses the wasteful, 
power-hungry nature of milling rice, 
offering a potentially zero emission 
advanced milling system to millers – 
regardless of size and location.

“Our technology allows us to deliver more 
food at a higher quality, contributing 
significantly to global food security, 
carbon reduction, poverty alleviation 
and environmental sustainability,” says 

Exemplars

FOUNDING DIRECTORS, KOOLMILL SYSTEMS LTD

Alec and Fiona Anderson

“Several mills in the West 
Midlands have run over 100,000 
machine hours and milled more 
than 100,000 tonnes of rice 
to date using the Anderson’s 
pioneering technology.”

on to making the small self-propelled 
machine.”

Under the direction of Bowden, the 
business has grown from nine to 250 
plus, turns over more than £50m a 
year and operates in over 40 countries 
around the world to support the 
75% of sales as exports. Bowden 
drives innovation within the firm and 
understands that without improvement 
there cannot be growth. As a result, 
the company invests a large amount in 
research and development.

As a former industry placement 
student, Bowden has ensured that 
Niftylift is instrumental in supporting 
and encouraging the education of 
engineering in schools. For many 
years, the firm has been involved with 
the Engineering Education Scheme 
where it partners its own young 
graduate engineers with students from 
Denbigh School. 

Students taking part can earn a BA 
CREST (Creativity in Science and 
Technology) Gold Award, a national 
award run by the British Science 
Association aimed at boosting student 
applications for careers/ higher 
education, as well as a Exscitec 
Platinum Award accredited by the 
Open University and used towards 
points for first year of study on 
engineering courses at some universities. 

The award requires students to develop 
a practical research project over a 120 
hour period and it is recognition that the 
standard of their work is comparable to 
that of level one degree standard.

In 2006 Bowden received an Honorary 
Doctorate at Brunel University for services 
to Engineering and from 2004 to 2011 he 
chaired the Manufacturer’s Technical 
Committee for the International 
Powered Access Federation (IPAF), a 
body representing all the major MEWP 
manufacturers worldwide.

The Niftylift founder and chairman 
was born in Hertfordshire in 1947 and 
was educated at St Albans Grammar 
School. In the late 1960s he embarked 
on a five-year student-apprenticeship 
at Brunel University in collaboration 
with sponsoring company John 
Laing Construction. He graduated 
in Mechanical Engineering and 
Production Technology in 1971.

Roger Bowden served as chief engineer 
for EPL International the JLC specialist hire 
company and in 1977 he formed a one-
man sales company, which was followed 
by a hire company in 1980. During his 
time there the idea for Niftylift began to 
formulate, he said, 

“It was extremely successful and several 
hundred machines later, we moved 

FOUNDER, OWNER AND CHAIRMAN OF NIFTYLIFT LTD

Exemplar

Roger Bowden

“It started really within a 
hire business we had back 
in the 1980s. We saw a 
need for a particular type 
of machine, which was a 
lightweight trailer machine 
and there were none 
available on the market 
at that time from existing 
manufacturers, so we 
thought we’d go and make 
one ourselves.”
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has moved up through JLR having 
received tutelage from his managers 
and having worked with a good 
group of people to help influence the 
organisation. According to Chambers 
one of the best pieces of advice he was 
given was from his first manager, “My 
first manager said to me ‘If you can just 
get out on the shop floor and talk to 
people and try and learn from them in 
the fist sixth months.’ That was good for 
me because I got to talk to people and 
build a rapport and understand how it 
all worked.”

When Chambers was asked how being 
singled out for praise in such a big 
company as JLR felt, he said, “It’s a 
brilliant thing to be involved in and I’m 
really chuffed with it. It’s a hard one to 
answer really because there’s a lot of 
people I see work really hard, at least 
as hard as me and they’ve not been 
nominated. It’s brilliant to be singled out 
and I’m really pleased with it.”

Despite the nomination Chambers was 
adamant that it was a group effort and 
wants to thank everyone he works with 
for their efforts, “I want to thank my 
team, obviously there’s my managers at 
the minute that have been taking me 
step-by-step at Jaguar Land Rover.  

During his early education Richard 
Chambers didn’t want to move in to 
engineering. His first choice of subject 
was resistant materials, but because 
the course was full, he had to take 
electrical engineering as a course at 
school, “From there I took up electrical 
engineering as a degree and the rest, 
as they say, is history.”

Manufacturing might not have always 
been Chambers’ first choice when it 
came to subjects at school, but thanks 
to the influence of his Granddad he 
always knew he wanted to be making 
things, “My Grandad did a lot of work 
with his hands and was involved in 
maintenance work with the RAF in 
Cornwall. So I looked up to him and he 
taught me to do general maintenance 
tasks on my car and stuff.”

After graduating from university in 
electrical engineering Chambers found 
it difficult to adjust to working in a team 
of people who were so much more 
experienced than him, “To begin with, 
getting ideas across was difficult, but 
by working in that environment you 
learn the techniques required to work 
in a maintenance team. From there my 
management and leaderships skills grew 
and I’m now in a better position to put my 
ideas across and try to improve things.”

After the initial difficulties that come with 
starting in a new organisation Chambers 

GRADUATE ENGINEER BODY CONSTRUCTION, JAGUAR LAND ROVER

Exemplar

Richard Chambers

“There are a lot of guys 
from the shop floor that 
have taught me things that I 
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didn’t learn in university, and 
that I don’t think you can 
learn without being on the 
ground in a manufacturing 
environment,” he concluded.

JOHN CARVER | FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS GROUP LTD.

Carver founded Industrial Chemicals Group in the early 1970s and built the business with his 
two brothers. Under Carver’s direction, the Essex-based firm has grown to become one of the 
UK’s largest independent chemical manufacturers and distributors, with turnover approaching 
£100m and over 400 employees across seven UK sites and one in the USA. It imports and 
operates one of the largest and most modern specialist distribution fleets in the sector and 
exports to several countries. A focus on service and innovation has resulted in Industrial 
Chemicals becoming a leading strategic supplier to the UK water treatment and wastewater 
processing sector.

PAUL CADMAN | GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR, FUTURA GROUP

Cadman describes himself as a strategist that upholds three fundamentals; professionalism, 
integrity and loyalty. Regarding himself as a son of Birmingham, Cadman’s first job was 
working in the heart of the city in the markets. Cadman then joined the Fire Service and 
enjoyed a successful 20 year career, where he became an award winning fire officer. While 
moving through different roles, he progressed into legal aspects of compliance and safety. 
Having gone through several different roles, in varied industries, Cadman now works at Futura 
Group within the automotive sector. As group managing director, Cadman oversees five 
international companies, which cover five continents. His strong organisational, operational, 
analytical and communicative skills enable him to achieve challenging objectives.

MARK CAMPEY | MANAGING DIRECTOR, MERSEYSIDE CATERING FABRICATIONS LTD.

Campey has spent the past 25 years working in the manufacturing sector developing sales 
channels both home and abroad, along with new product development and innovation. 
Having grown seed-start companies to multimillion pound organisations, Campey is no 
stranger to the growing pains of the modern manufacturing business. The key strategy behind 
his successes is the development of young talent along with constant reinvestment in modern 
equipment. From stainless steel fabrication to food manufacture, Campey’s manufacturing 
experience and expertise are both unique and varied to say the least.

RICHARD BUNCE | MANAGING DIRECTOR, MEC COM & EUROPEAN FABRICATIONS

Bunce has been involved in manufacturing for more than 30 years, starting his industrial career 
by completing a five-year mechanical engineering apprenticeship with the Royal Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineers. He spent 10 years at ALSTOM Grid UK, before joining Mec Com 
Limited in 2000 as operations director. Within three years, he was promoted to managing 
director and led the firm’s MBO in 2005. Under his stewardship, the specialist fabricator has 
grown 200%, achieving annual sales of £12m of which 60% is exported overseas. The future 
vision is to double revenue by 2020. He has also been able to build a truly global supply chain, 
with world class manufacturing plants operating in the Midlands and in Romania. Bunce 
continues to be driven by his passion for producing products faster, better, cheaper and 
contributing to meaningful levels of skilled employment in the UK.

DAVID BRIMELOW | MANAGING DIRECTOR, DUO UK

Brimelow co-founded polythene packaging manufacturer Duo UK in 1988, and has been 
instrumental in steering the company to its current position of market leader with a £25m 
turnover and 120 employees over two sites in Manchester and Derby. Over the past 27 years, 
he has inspired and motivated his team with his genuine passion for the business and for 
exceeding customers’ expectations. Brimelow has built a stable, sustainable company with a 
culture of continuous improvement. He possesses an aptitude for reading market trends and 
in the mid-2000s chose to invest heavily in the e-commerce market, this led to a rapid growth-
rate and increased company turnover by 97% from 2008-2013. Brimelow takes a leading role 
in raising the profile of manufacturing industry both locally and nationally. 
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AMOS FIELD REID AND LASSE OIVA | FOUNDERS, VELOPRESSO LTD.

Amos Field Reid and Lasse Oiva are London-based industrial designers responsible for the 
innovative and award-winning Velopresso pedal-powered coffee trike. They became 
design and business partners while studying for their Design Products MA degrees at the 
Royal College of Art and went on to found Velopresso Ltd in December 2012. Velopresso 
is a complete and fully mobile café, with highly efficient and electricity-free, low-carbon 
operation incorporating the world’s first pedal-powered, commercial-standard coffee grinder. 
The machine draws on the designers’ lifelong involvement with cycling and mutual passion 
for fine coffee, engineering and design. In early 2015 the designers-turned-manufacturers 
launched production of Velopresso from their factory in East London, and will soon have their 
unique sustainable coffee trikes in over ten different countries around the world, all proudly 
bearing the Made in Britain marque.

DR NIGEL DAVIES | MANUFACTURING AND SUSTAINABILITY DIRECTOR, MUNTONS PLC

Davies is passionate about making real differences in sustainability and has spearheaded 
the company’s carbon footprinting initiative and focus on energy management. Davies 
coined the phrase “Practical Sustainability” to describe his approach at Muntons to deliver 
real changes in sustainable practices that are readily understood and make real sustainable 
improvement, rather than hiding behind offsetting. His driver is to demystify the debate on 
sustainability and show how it is a key part of board strategy. Previously he was a research 
scientist in cereals and a lecturer in cell biology at London University. Outside Muntons he acts 
as an expert witness on food safety of cereals.

HANNAH DANKS | ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIST, ROLLS-ROYCE

Danks grew up in County Down Northern Ireland, attended Glenlola Collegiate School in 
Bangor and studied Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering at Queens University Belfast. 
She applied for an internship with Rolls-Royce and was successful, being offered a summer 
internship followed by a further year. Danks enjoyed her role so much that she applied for a 
full-time position at the firm. She continued to study part-time at Manchester Metropolitan 
University while in full-time employment. Danks recently completed her degree and has since 
chosen to move back to Northern Ireland with her husband. She is due to start a new role with 
Thales at the end of November.
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EDWARD CZESTOCHOWSKI | FOUNDER/MANAGING DIRECTOR, CELL PACK SOLUTIONS LTD.

Czestochowski gained an HND in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from Manchester 
Polytechnic, then spent 12 years in technical selling roles within the battery industry before 
establishing Cell Pack Solutions Ltd , a specialist in Custom Battery Assembly as a complete 
start-up around 15 years ago. His company now employs 25 people and recently moved 
into its own purpose built factory. Czestochowski was a founding member of the Advanced 
Manufacturing Forum in the North East. He is a keen chess player and loves to tell people that 
it is not clever people that play chess, it is playing chess that makes people clever.

ANDREW ELSBY-SMITH | GROUP FINANCE DIRECTOR, AMTICO INTERNATIONAL

Elsby-Smith joined Amtico in March 2008 as group finance director. Amtico is a manufacturer 
of luxury floor covering. Amtico has manufacturing operations in the UK and the USA and 
sales operations in the UK, USA, Germany, France, Sweden, Norway, Spain, Benelux, UAE and 
PRC. Elsby-Smith studied an HNC Business Studies majoring in Accountancy at Staffordshire 
University. Prior experience includes formative years at Michelin Tyre plc and finance director 
roles at Waterford Wedgwood plc and Woodward Foodservice Ltd. Elsby-Smith is a fellow of 
the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants and a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.
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Setting up the company was a great 
achievement in itself, but Darwin is more 
proud of the journey that the company 
has taken and where it is now. When I 
asked her what she felt was her greatest 
achievement so far, she replied, “I 
would say becoming sales director and 
taking the company to a £12.5m order 
book in five years.”

Choosing to be involved in a start-up 
company in 2009 was a massive risk 
for a manufacturer that deals mostly 
with construction firms, but Darwin says 
it was a risk worth taking, “It’s been a 
very difficult journey especially with the 
economy, but it’s been one that’s very 
worthwhile and we’re doing really well 
now, so it’s paid off.” When I asked her 
about the biggest challenge she has 
faced in her career, she didn’t mention 
the tough economic environment when 
BPS was born, instead she said, “I would 
say getting the right people around us, 
our staff. I am a big believer that if you 
get the right people you can do a lot of 
good things.”

In regards to be shortlisted as a TM 
Top 100 exemplar she gushed, “I think 
it’s amazing, it’s nice to get some 
recognition. I think because I work in a 
male orientated business.

“I don’t have that much support and

Lynne Darwin hails from a proud working 
class background. She explained that 
her upbringing taught her values and 
gave her a good foundation for her 
professional career, “We didn’t have 
much money, but we always knew right 
from wrong, I’ve always been told to 
respect people, talk to people how I 
would want to be spoken to, and that’s 
how I conduct myself in business.”

She was awarded her degree in 
business studies from Huddersfield 
University, once she had finished her 
studies she went on to work in the 
banking sector, but soon moved on to 
work for a PVCU window manufacturer 
in its accounts department back in 
1998. By her own admission, “I think I 
was at the right place at the right time, 
they were setting up the new build 
division, so I thought ‘I can have a go 
at that’ and sort of wiggled my way in 
to it.”

Darwin joined her current company, BPS 
in 2009, when it was in its infancy, where 
she used her previous contacts to help 
build the company from the ground 
up. Leaving her other company and 
starting a rival firm in the same business 
brought up challenges, but Darwin was 
quick to identify what would help them 
standout, “We do exactly the same 
thing in exactly the same sector so it 
was just relationship building,” she said.

SALES DIRECTOR, BUILDING PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

Exemplar

Lynne Darwin

“Women are still looked 
down upon as not being 
technical or not being able 
to hold senior positions 
within construction and 
manufacturing, I’d like to 
change that.”
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FOUNDER & CEO, THE CAMBRIDGE SATCHEL COMPANY

Exemplar

Julie Dean
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In 2011, after huge amounts of exposure 
by attendees carrying her satchels at 
New York Fashion Week, Dean was 
forced to boost production to almost 
3,000 bags a week with her products 
selling in 86 countries across the globe. 
The Cambridge Satchel Company’s 
rapid success actually stretched her 
manufacturers so much that they could 
no longer keep up with demand.

Now the company has seen 
collaborations with esteemed 
international designers including 
Comme des Garçons and Vivienne 
Westwood, helping the business to grow 
to an annual turnover of over £10m.

Today, The Cambridge Satchel 
Company collections are sold in more 
than 120 countries, in four stores and on 
the company’s website.

All it took was a touch of motivation, 
and that motivation was simply to pay 
her children’s school fees.

This is without doubt a huge motivation 
for many parents, however it was how 
Julie Dean, founder of the Cambridge 
Satchel Company came to start what 
would become another massive iconic 
British brand.

Deane founded The Cambridge 
Satchel Company in 2008 with her 
mother Freda Thomas. Having invested 
just £600 to get the idea off the ground, 
the company has become a worldwide 
phenomenon committed to preserving 
British manufacturing.

Designed and manufactured to reflect 
the same satchels she used as a child, 
Dean’s original design, made simply in 
one colour - brown - sold extremely well.

Now the entire range of The Cambridge 
Satchel Company bags are lovingly 
handmade in the UK and range 
from classic satchels with a twist to 
backpacks, handbags, work bags and 
small leather goods.

“In 2009, after realising 
the power of bloggers in 
the fashion world, Dean 
reached out to a worldwide 

market and saw production 
climb from three bags a 
week to nearly 100.”

According to Denford, F1 in Schools is 
totally unique and plays a vital role, not 
least because the F1 teams all see it as 
natural feeders into their organisations.

“After all, we are delivering the next 
Adrian Newey, Pat Symonds and Claire 
Williams [chief technical officers for 
Red Bull Racing F1 and Williams F1, and 
deputy team principal of Williams F1, 
respectively].

“There are numerous examples of past 
participants who are now working in 
automotive and engineering factories 
across the UK, including for F1 teams 
the likes of Red Bull, Mercedes, Renault, 
Bentley, JLR and Williams,” he enthuses.

The continued growth – and appeal 
– of F1 in Schools is perfectly reflected 
in the recent 2015 World Finals held in 
Singapore.

The gird was the largest in its history, with 
47 teams competing and more than 300 
students, 200 supporters and high-level 
representatives from every F1 team.

Denford explains that the level of 
engineering at the national and world 
finals is “simply staggering”, with every 
team utilising advanced 3D solid 
modelling software, aerodynamic 
testing, wind tunnels, air flow analysis, 
and four-axis CNC machining.

“Every year the judges are blown away 
by the amount of work, the unique 
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ideas and the passion of these students, 
as well as the fantastic camaraderie 
which develops over the course of the 
event,” he describes.

Denford also serves as the chief 
executive of third-generation family 
firm, Denford Ltd., a manufacturer 
of precision engineering training 
equipment used by schools, colleges 
and universities across the globe.

A past recipient of the prestigious 
Autosport Pioneering and Innovation 
Award, Denford cites his grandfather 
and father as important industry role 
models, watching them both work 
tirelessly to grow Denford to become 
one of the UK’s largest manufacturers of 
machine tools.

Being so heavily involved in two 
expanding global endeavours might 
overwhelm some, however

“There’s a whole team beneath 
me, supporting me, Denford and F1 
in Schools, and neither could work 
without their ongoing passion and 
commitment,” he modestly notes.

With the UK facing an annual 80% shortfall 
of engineering graduates, there are 
many diligently working the length and 
breadth of the nation to change the 
perception of STEM subjects and educate 
the next generation about the varied, 
dynamic careers engineering offers.

Andrew Denford’s approach however, 
has taken that engagement to the 
next level.

His not-for-profit enterprise, F1 in Schools, 
provides an exciting, yet challenging 
educational experience leveraging the 
magnetic appeal of Formula One.

Founded by Denford in 2000, and 
supported by industry partners, F1 
management and Bernie Ecclestone 
himself, the international programme has 
grown to encompass 44 countries, 26,000 
schools and more than 20 million students.

The multi-disciplinary challenge 
inspires teams of students aged 9 
to 19 to deploy CAD/CAM software 
to collaborate, design, analyse, 
manufacture, test and then race 
miniature compressed air-powered, 
balsa wood F1 cars.

Learners are encouraged to use IT to 
learn about physics, aerodynamics, 
design, leadership/teamwork, 
manufacturing, finance and more, and 
apply them in a practical, creative, 
competitive and exciting way.

FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN, F1 IN SCHOOLS

Exemplar

Andrew Denford

“Denford is quick to 
attribute the lasting 
success to his talented 
teams at both Denford and 
F1 in schools.”



COLIN SPENCER HALSEY | FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR, BUSINESS CONFIDENTIAL

Having successfully sold his security business, Halsey entered the manufacturing sector when 
he was invited by Hymid Multi Shot Ltd on a value-add equity basis. By facilitating a clear 
strategic vision and developing a positive culture the business experienced a complete 
transformation. Hymid became a top performer among its peers being awarded the coveted 
IMechE MX award for Change Management Process and twice listed in South West Fast 
Growth 75. Halsey has since completed a structured exit and has been a guest speaker at 
EEF Lombard National Manufacturing Conference; “Make it Britain” IFB Liverpool 2014 and the 
Leasing Life European Conference in Berlin.

GRAEME HALL | MANAGING DIRECTOR, BRANDON MEDICAL CO LTD.

Hall studied his Manufacturing Engineering and Management Masters at Nottingham 
University, this was followed by a Fellowship in Manufacturing Management at Cranfield 
University. In his career Hall has held several manufacturing positions including, manufacturing 
engineer with Ford at Halewood and Dagenham; manufacturing planner at Ford HQ, where 
he developed original project plans for the first Mondeo, as well as scrapping the Capri; 
Farnell manufacturing manager; implemented JIT production to supply IBM with “zero defect” 
100% on-time delivery. Hall was promoted to managing director of the newly acquired 
subsidiary at 28, bought Brandon from receivership and built it into a well-respected med-tech 
business. He developed the firm’s HD-LED lighting technology and has led it to win multiple 
awards for innovation, business development and growth.

SEAN GALLAGHER | ADDITIVE MANUFACTURE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER, BAE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIR & 
INFORMATION

Gallagher is an engineer working on placing additive manufacturing at the heart of one 
of the UK’s leading manufacturers, BAE Systems. As part of the team in its New Product 
and Process Development Centre, he is behind initiatives looking at how metallic and non-
metallic additive processes can be used in the manufacture of its world-leading aircraft. 
Gallagher began as a technical apprentice in 2008 and his talent has been recognised with 
opportunities in quality assurance, airframe integration and now additive manufacturing, 
all crucial parts of the business. He now uses his knowledge and experience to support the 
next generation of apprentices coming to the business and this year he was responsible for 
inducting the first intake of engineering degree apprentices taken on by BAE Systems. 
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BILL GRAHAM | CHAIRMAN, ALLOY WIRE INTERNATIONAL

Graham has been involved with Alloy Wire since 1972, becoming managing director four 
years later and helping steer the firm into one of the UK’s most progressive SME manufacturers. 
The former apprentice took full control of the business in 1999, engineering a management 
buy-out from the listed parent company and the firm hasn’t looked back since. It now 
employs 28 people and sales have risen from £1.5m to £8m, supplying high quality drawn 
round wire, flat wire and shaped wire to customers in more than 45 countries. As well as 
making the company a global force, Graham’s other main objective was to create a unique 
working environment where every member of staff owns part of the business and monthly 
bonuses are divided equally between all employees.

DAVID GREY MBE | CHAIRMAN, OSL GROUP HOLDINGS LTD.

Grey founded the OSL Group of companies in 1980. Through acquisitions, disposals 
and organic growth, the group has grown to a turnover of over £20m and has over 250 
employees. Grey has been a governor of Mansel School; has led the BiG Challenge, 
encouraging young people to start their own businesses in the Sheffield city region; and was, 
until recently, a board member of the Local Enterprise Partnership. He has served on the 
Chamber of Commerce Council and several public/private sector partnerships. In recognition 
of his public service Grey was awarded the MBE in the 2010 New Year’s honours list for services 
to Industry and Regeneration. In 2014 Grey took on the role of Master Cutler, representing and 
promoting manufacturing in the Sheffield city region. Grey has ensured all OSL businesses are 
directly involved in creating apprenticeships, supporting work placements and meeting their 
corporate social responsibilities through regular fundraising events.

LEIGHTON JOHN | DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, THE ROYAL MINT LTD.

John joined The Royal Mint in 1991 as an engineering apprentice. With a BEng in Integrated 
Engineering from Cardiff School of Engineering, John held all the major production and 
engineering management roles in the business before becoming head of production and 
operational excellence in 2010. Specialising in lean manufacturing principles, tools and 
techniques, John has successfully lead several major change programmes while at The Royal 
Mint. During his time, he has transformed both the circulating and commemorative coin 
production areas into world-class operations. In 2015, the Lean Management Journal placed 
him in the top 25 lean practitioners in Europe. John became director of production in 2015.

ANNETTE HOBHOUSE | PRESIDENT, MEGGITT SENSING SYSTEMS

Hobhouse is an Imperial College Mechanical Engineer, who later specialised in Manufacturing 
Systems Engineering at Cranfield. Commercial, project management, financial and 
manufacturing management roles consumed the first 20 years of her career in energy, 
culminating in board appointments with Hong Kong-based Castle Peak Power Company and 
CLP Power. Returning to the UK, she led major rotorcraft programmes at Westland Helicopters. 
In 2008, she joined extreme environment engineering concern, Meggitt, assuming several 
general management roles before becoming president of Meggitt Sensing Systems, a division 
of more than 3,000 employees, based in eight countries. She is a champion of lean thinking 
and team development.

DRUMMOND HISLOP | TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR, HIETA TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

An economist with an engineering background, Hislop’s early career was in technology 
transfer for agricultural processing in Asia and Africa, then focusing on small scale, biomass-
fuelled rural energy systems. He founded Sustainable Engine Systems (SES) to develop Stirling 
engines, where he pioneered the use of additive manufacturing in the form of Selective 
Laser Melting (SLM) for heat exchangers. In 2011, he co-founded HIETA Technologies, which 
develops and commercialises SLM products, based initially on SES IP, particularly for the car 
industry. HiETA now has an SLM manufacturing base in Bristol, where it builds its own and other 
companies’ products.

ALAN HAWKINS | CEO, TURBINE EFFICIENCY GROUP LTD. 

Hawkins, an expert in his field for over four decades has created, developed and maintained 
a global gas turbine servicing company. A leader who spent time in the trenches, Hawkins 
developed radical views challenging the industry norm and believes that leadership is 
a flexible activity, aimed at achieving an engaged workforce and profitable solution for 
his customers. Hawkins’ ability to lead his highly talented team, enables him to change 
preconceived ideas, create innovative solutions for clients such as GSK, Petrofac, Dana 
Petroleum and FMG. His hard work inspires unwavering confidence in customers, gifted 
employees and investors and guides them all to be their very best.

ALLAN HARLEY | HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER AND VPS LEAN COACH, THE VAILLANT 
GROUP

With dual roles of VPS lean coach and Health Safety & Environmental manager within Vaillant, 
Harley is the driving force coordinating Belper plant and its employees into a showpiece of 
what sustainable lean can be. Harley is thorough and extraordinarily dedicated to his role. 
He infuses energy into whatever he is doing and is inspirational to all those he works with. The 
awards he has achieved in his position at Vaillant speak to his capabilities within the role. 
He excels in whatever he focuses on, and “above and beyond” is his comfort zone. As a 
result of his passion and commitment to his work he has repeatedly been asked to speak on 
Lean&Green where he always presents himself extremely well.
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garage of a basement for £10 a week 
and in 1992 GA Engineering was born.

After buying a second machine 
and employing the company’s first 
employee, the new steps helped to 
increase sales from £19k in the first year 
to £35k in the second year of GA.

After purchasing a Capstan Lathe 
and then a Computer Numerically 
Controlled Lathe in 1996, GA managed 
to break into the oil & gas, agriculture 
and medical industries along with 
helping customers design and develop 
machined parts.

The company has gone on to win 
a series of awards and won Best 
Performing Business in Tayside under 25 
employees.

It’s a myth that you can work what 
hours you want. My customers dictate 
when I work and how long I work, which 
is probably why we are so successful.”

Deuchars is also keen on offering as 
many apprenticeships as possible: 
“Over the years the company has 
invested heavily in new factories and 
the latest high-tech machinery. One of 
the hardest elements of the business is 
finding the people who have the skills 
needed, so training people straight out 
of school makes good business sense.”

GA Engineering continues to 
demonstrate its culture of continuous 
improvement. Despite 2008 being a 
difficult year, GA Engineering managed 
a turnover of £3.5m, representing a 
10% increase in sales, and increased 
its number of employees from 42 three 
years ago to 48 today.

Gordon Deuchars began his career as 
an apprentice turner with various local 
engineering firms. Having witnessed 
what he viewed as short-sighted 
management, he felt compelled to start 
his own business with a more focused, 
long-term strategy. Investing in a single 
lathe, Deuchars dedicated his free 
time to his own account, while working 
full-time for another firm and also sub-
contracting to it.

In 1993 he received a £1,000 grant and 
a £2,000 loan from the Prince’s Scottish 
Youth Business Trust (PSYBT), investing the 
funds in a second lathe and hiring his first 
employee. GA Engineering has never 
looked back, and despite significant 
expansion and diversification it remains 
true to its original vision of a well-
managed, forward-looking company 
with a real commitment to quality.

Deuchars finished school in 1986 with 
7 O levels and embarked on a 10-
week placement at an engineering 
training group. From there, he went 
on to secure a work placement and 
an apprenticeship with a sub-contract 
machine shop in Dundee.

After three years of his apprenticeship, 
the company he was employed by 
went in to receivership, at which point 
Deuchars bought the centre lathe 
from the liquidator for £300. He also 
managed to secure space in the 

MANAGING DIRECTOR, GA ENGINEERING LTD

Exemplar

Gordon Deuchars

“Deuchars’ top tip to be 
successful is ‘to not be 
afraid to ask for advice, 
surround yourself with 
people you trust, know 
your customers’ needs 
and requirements and be 
prepared to work hard’.”
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to become his main business, “While I 
was working at a hospital, doing water 
treatment on its water tanks, someone 
got legionnaires disease from the 
showers and I thought ‘There must be 
an answer to that’ and that’s when I 
came up with the idea for Steri-Spray,” 
Helmore remembered.

But as a lone inventor and without any 
academic background, developing 
and patenting low-voltage ultraviolet 
technology that prevents shower heads 
and taps from growing and spreading 
water-borne bacteria was financially 
daunting.

“So I went on Dragon’s Den and 
eventually got investment from Theo 
Paphitis and Deborah Meaden. That 
provided the seed capital to start Steri-
Spray ltd,” Helmore said.

The big break for Steri-Spray happened 
after a terrible turn of events at Belfast 
NHS Trust. “It was already using our 
showers because there had been 
deaths from legionnaires disease. Then 
four babies died in its neonatal unit 
and so the reps asked us if we could 
manufacture a tap version of our 
shower. So we made it, all in the UK,” 
Helmore gleamed.

Later on, the Health Protection Agency 
tested Steri-Spray taps and the results 
were exceptional: the reduction of the 

pseudomonas bacteria was 99,99999% 
accurate. Now, Helmore distributes taps 
and showers in neonatal and special 
care baby units preventing diseases 
and deaths.

And now my two sons as well are in the 
manufacturing side,” Helmore said.

He doesn’t hide it, nor should he, “I’m 
actually really proud. The UK is starting 
to bring its manufacturing back and I’m 
part of that,” he boasted.

Some have roots in manufacturing, some 
discover it and get passionate about 
it, others just stumble upon it. The latter 
might well be the case for Ian Helmore, 
who, from an extremely complex family 
situation, strived and found success 
through manufacturing. His path has 
been everything but an easy one and 
that’s why he’s well worth mentioning in 
TM Top 100 as an exemplar.

There is someone else in his family that 
deserves recognition.

“My father was a single parent to five 
children and he brought up all of us on 
his own,” said Helmore.

It was fairly clear from an early age, a 
career was something Helmore had to 
help himself create.

“My dad worked so much he 
didn’t have time to think about my 
education, so at school I was not 
exactly a model pupil, which is a 
shame. Then I had the chance of a job. 
I left school at 15 with no qualifications. 
I went on to work in a carpet factory, 
then started to work for myself in the 
carpet trade. Later I went to work for a 
water treatment company and after I 
started my own,” added Helmore.

It was back then, and the product of 
a series of unfortunate events, that 
Helmore discovered the idea that was 

MANAGING DIRECTOR, STERI-SPRAY

Exemplar

Ian Helmore

“This boy that got booted 
out of school, didn’t 
pay attention, had zero 
qualifications, went on to 
work and then moved on 
to his own manufacturing 
company, he did it in the 
end.”
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“We currently have 30 apprentices 
from level 2 Fabrication and Weld 
Apprentices to Higher and Degree 
Apprentices studying for a BEng in 
Mechanical Engineering. The skills 
shortage in our industry is very evident 
and over 15% of our 400 plus employees 
are or were apprentices. We now 
have apprentices in integral roles 
within our sales, quality, purchasing 
and CI departments as well as every 
department within our manufacturing 
facility,” he explained.

His ambition drives him and his 
colleagues to become role models for 
younger people. While inspiring hundreds 
of youngsters to consider STEM-based 
subjects and careers in manufacturing 
through student competitions, Higgins 
has also developed an excellent school 
engagement project: the KMF Young 
Engineer of the year.

“That allows KMF and me personally 
to communicate with over 2,000 
students from 23 schools in North 
Staffordshire during this academic year, 
it is important that they understand the 
opportunities they have and that there 

are credible alternatives to A levels and 
university,” he said.

“Our competition this year will see 
the students launching balloons into 
space and capturing images of the 
curvature of the earth whilst carrying 
out experiments during the ascent and 
descent,” he added.

Not easily satisfied by results, Higgins 
is constantly striving for more. His 
determination and will to accomplish 
allowed him to successfully grow the 
company overseas with a profitable 
turnover.

“Three years ago due to customer 
demand we started a similar business 
in Slovakia providing precision metal 
components to that region,” he 
remembered.

“The culture of business and the 
development of a manufacturing 
facility from concept to realisation has 
been very challenging. From finding a 
suitable manufacturing site to finding 
skilled employees… it hasn’t been easy, 
but we now have an excellent local 
management team, 50 employees and 
€3m of sales per annum, and ambitious 
growth plans for the future.”

At the age of 46 and with 30 years of 
experience in manufacturing, Gareth 
Higgins is protagonist to a scenario that is 
getting rarer and rarer around the UK: he 
manages the family business. And it is no 
small endeavour. KMF Group makes £30m 
in sales and has a workforce of 350.

A strenuous crusader for the 
empowerment of people, Higgins 
has spent his entire life knee deep 
in manufacturing with a close figure 
as a role model. “I’ve grown up in a 
manufacturing environment. My father 
started this business in 1971, so he is 
absolutely the role model that inspired 
me to follow his career path,” he said.

Testament of his commitment to the 
company and its well-being, he fondly 
remembers the countless hours spent at 
the site of the family business. “I spent 
many an evening and weekend at KMF 
in my younger days, the machinery 
and hustle and bustle of manufacturing 
always excited me. I joined the Royal 
Navy for a few years to ensure that 
when I did join the family business I 
could operate professionally.”

Extremely proud of having taken 
the role of managing director and 
having substantially developed the 
business, Higgins eagerly discloses his 
proudest achievement: the KMF Group 
Apprentice Training Academy.

MANAGING DIRECTOR, KMF GROUP

Exemplar

Gareth Higgins

“His ambition drives him 
and his colleagues to 
become role models for 
younger people.”
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CONOR LA GRUE | HEAD OF COMMERCIAL, PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLIER SPONSORSHIP, BLOODHOUND SSC

Over the past seven years La Grue has built a 350 company strong, cross industry supply 
chain to deliver the most advanced land vehicle in human history. BLOODHOUND SSC is a 
cross between a fast fighter jet, F1 car and a spaceship. La Grue’s previous senior operations 
and programme management experience across multiple industries has been key to him 
successfully drawing on very high technology resources, while not being bounded to working 
in just one industry area. La Grue has negotiated hundreds of product sponsorships with those 
companies worth in excess of £20m, delivering the remaining components for the car for a 
cash spend of just over £2m, an extraordinary achievement when you consider most of the 
work took place in the depths of a global recession.

ARTHUR KAY | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BIO-BEAN LTD.

An award-winning designer and entrepreneur, Kay is the co-Founder and CEO of bio-bean, 
a green energy company that recycles waste coffee grounds into advanced biofuels. Kay, 
came up with the idea for bio-bean while studying architecture at The Bartlett, UCL, and in 
two years has raised several million in financing, built the world’s first coffee waste recycling 
factory and a team of 20. He currently holds positions on a number of boards associated with 
social enterprise and green entrepreneurship and is a fellow of WIRED, the RSA and IoD. In 
2013, Shell named him the UK’s most Innovative Entrepreneur, he was appointed as a London 
Leader by Mayor Boris Johnson, in 2014 he became one of NESTA’s New Radicals and was 
named as one of the 25 under 25 most influential Londoners by the Evening Standard. He was 
named the youngest ever Guardian Sustainable Business Leader of the Year in 2015.

RYAN JOHNSON | MANAGING DIRECTOR, EMPLAS GROUP

Emplas is one of the UK’s largest window and door manufacturers. Johnson has led the 
company to growth of 75% in the last three years, gaining substantial market share. In 2011, 
he sanctioned a £250,000 investment in a new installation business in Melbourne, and Emplas 
Australia has reached £6m turnover and is the largest UPVC window company in Australia. 
Johnson passionately believes in supporting charities. In 2014, he was the main sponsor for a 
challenge that raised £22,000 for two Hospices; and in 2015 drove a classic car to Monaco to 
help raise £130,000 for the Anthony Nolan Trust.

DANIEL JOHNS | CHIEF TECHNOLOGIST, GLOBAL ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, GKN AEROSPACE 

Johns started his career as an apprentice, first learning ‘how to make’ things. He continued his 
education and industrial experience through leadership roles in aerospace and motorsport. 
During his career, he developed product applications for additive manufacturing (AM), and 
was recently awarded Visiting Professor at Sheffield University. He has held leadership roles 
in this field of technology for Airbus, BLOODHOUND and most recently in GKN Aerospace as 
chief technologist. In 2012, Johns was voted one of the Top 20 influencers in the world for 3D 
printing, and was credited as a ‘leading visionary’ in the IMechE publication Improving the 
World through Engineering: Our Vision.

J-L
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DAME FIONA KENDRICK DBE | CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NESTLÉ UK AND IRELAND

Kendrick became chairman and chief executive officer of Nestlé UK and Ireland in 2012, 
having joined Nestlé UK in 1980 in the commercial area. Kendrick heads up the UK and 
Ireland business, which has a turnover of £2.4bn and employs 8,000 people across 20 sites. 
Kendrick has a personal passion for youth employment and the skills agenda. She is helping to 
transform the Nestlé UK & Ireland business’ recruitment practices through the Nestlé Academy. 
In January 2015, Kendrick was appointed president of the Food & Drink Federation. She 
previously led the organisation’s skills and competitiveness agenda and co-chaired the UK 
Food & Drink Export Forum. In the 2015 New Year’s Honour’s list Kendrick was created Dame 
Commander of the British Empire for services to the food industry and support for skills and 
opportunities for young people. Kendrick received an honorary doctorate from Sheffield 
Hallam University.



FRANK MAXWELL | FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN, FRACINO

Launching the original business in a garden shed in 1963, Maxwell, regarded as the ‘oracle of 
espresso’, pioneered the production of espresso machines in the UK. Dispelling the myth that 
only the Italians could produce the perfect espresso machine, he is instrumental in Fracino, a 
third generation family business, being acknowledged as a world-class brand. Whereas British 
equipment manufacturers are primarily known for producing water boiling equipment to 
make tea, as the first and only manufacturer of espresso and cappuccino machines, Maxwell 
has shaped and driven the boom of the coffee shop market in the late 1980s. A visionary and 
entrepreneur, he has paved Fracino’s journey into world markets.

IAN MALCOLM | MANAGING DIRECTOR, ELRINGKLINGER (GB) LTD.

Malcolm has been with ElringKlinger GB for over 20 years and is responsible for delivering 
customer satisfaction in the fast moving and challenging automotive supply market. An 
experienced managing director with a financial background, prior to working at ElringKlinger, 
Malcolm was deputy director of finance at South Durham Healthcare NHS Trust. He has 
also worked in New Zealand where he was responsible for the financial control of Auckland 
General Hospital, Auckland Children’s Hospital and Greenlane Maternity Hospital. Malcolm 
is passionate about bridging the engineering skills gap and investing in the workforce of 
tomorrow – hence his dedication to training within the sector and close-working relationships 
with a number of local schools, colleges and universities.

GAMIL MAGAL | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MAGAL ENGINEERING LTD.

Magal was part of the management buyout of Coventry Pressworks in 1987 and managed 
the operation until 1997 when he joined the Adwest Group of Companies. He led the 
management buyout of Adwest Engineering in 2002, forming the Magal Engineering Group. 
Gamil acquired seven more companies, bringing Magal Engineering to “Best in Class” for 
Achievement, Best SME, Best Financial Performance and Best Innovation awards. Magal 
Engineering was ranked 84th in The Sunday Times Top 200 companies for the fastest UK 
company with overseas growth. Magal Engineering is a preferred supplier to Daimler, Ford, 
Jaguar LandRover and Renault and supplies major OEMs worldwide.

ALAN LUSTY | CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SYSTEMS ADI GROUP LTD.

Lusty is the founder of Kings Norton’s awarding-winning adi Group. Founded in 1990 with the 
vision to create a “one stop shop” for total engineered solutions, Lusty has grown adi from a 
single-disciplined electrical engineering business to a multi-disciplinary group comprising 17 
companies and 23 service divisions. Under Lusty’s direction, the group has quadrupled in size 
and turnover since 2005, culminating in a 2014 turnover of £64m, and staff of over 450. Lusty 
attributes his success to a passion for Formula 1, which he has successfully incorporated into 
adi’s vision and business model to create a winning team.

JOSEPH LANGLEY | PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER, CORIN GROUP

Within two years, Langley has progressed from limited engineering knowledge to product 
development engineer with orthopaedics manufacturer Corin Group by completing a three 
year apprenticeship in two, achieving top marks in all criteria. Since May 2014, Langley has 
worked on surgical instruments and implants for total knee replacements, leading the design 
and documentation for a variety of devices. Langley has been instrumental in implementing 
new CAD/PLM software to streamline the development process, and sits on a workplace 
improvement committee. Langley’s commitment and enthusiasm have been rewarded 
by four awards, including bronze at the WorldSkills UK Final 2014. He is studying Mechanical 
Engineering (MEng) part time, pursuing Chartered Engineer Status.
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It wasn’t always plain sailing for Howlett, 
who has overcome several challenges 
to get to where he is now. 

“The industry I was in before, the 
marine industry is completely different 
from the oil and gas industry. So the 
initial challenges were steep; the 
higher degree of focus on safety, 
differing environmental conditions, fluid 
compatibility with components, new 
terminology and how the oil and gas 
industry operates.”

Howlett said he owes a lot of credit to his 
old mentor Roger Newman, who instilled 
classic work values in him from the start 
of his career. “He was the sort of guy 
who would want to share the knowledge 
and see you succeed.”

As a former apprentice, Howlett 
is a fervent advocate of drawing 
young people into industry through 

apprenticeships and trainee 
programmes, and has championed such 
initiatives throughout the company.  

Growing up, Howlett was always 
interested in engineering and the offer 
of an apprenticeship was something he 
couldn’t pass up, “I got a lucky break 
when I was younger and when offered 
an apprenticeship I grabbed it with both 
hands.” During his training there was a 
lot of “old school engineers” which is 
what he attributes his success to, “I was 
trained in the correct manner. It has 
been  ingrained in me how things should 
be done, to take pride in what you do 
and work hard to achieve success.”

Howlett said he was “honoured” 
to be named within TM Top 100, as 
an exemplary figure, and is hugely 
proud of the accolade, “It’s a good 
achievement to be recognised for.” 

From his beginnings as an apprentice 
electrician in the marine industry, Dave 
Howlett has risen through the ranks 
of SMS in several roles from a senior 
proposals engineer in 2005 to managing 
director in 2014. In his words, 
“I’ve come via the more practical route, 
starting my career as an apprentice 
electrician. The company I started with, 
LEC Marine (Lowestoft) Ltd, specialised 
in the design and manufacture of 
LV Switchgear through to complete 
electrical installations, repair and 
maintenance of marine vessels.”

After finishing his electrical 
apprenticeship (including an ONC 
and HNC) he moved through the 
ranks at LEC Marine (Lowestoft) Ltd to 
become switchboards manager, before 
swapping industries and specialisms 
completely when he was offered a new 
position at SMS. 

“Working as switchboards manager, 
I pioneered and developed the 
switchboards division - increasing 
efficiency, products and clients. In 2005 
I was asked to come on board at SMS 
as a senior proposals engineer before 
I was promoted to projects manager, 
projects and operations manager, in 
2011 to general manager, and in 2014 
to managing director.” 

MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPECIALISED MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Exemplar

Dave Howlett

“Under Howlett’s direction, 
the company has gone 
from strength to strength, 
increasing headcount from 
63 to 107 employees and 
doubling turnover from 
£6.6m a year to £16.6m”
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So he packed his bags and travelled 
to the US where he bought a small 
scale Bio diesel plant, which he brought 
back to Britain with the intention of 
convincing the banks there was market 
for bio fuel.

“We ended up setting up this plant, it got 
a bit of press coverage and everybody 
was quite interested in the equipment 
rather than just the fuel. So I went back to 
the guys in America and asked if I could 
import this equipment to the UK and they 
said ‘yes’.”

Although Hygate’s breezy modesty 
makes the whole endeavour seem a 
piece of cake, he assures me it wasn’t, 
“On one hand, because it’s a very new 
market, we had very little competition 
but the greatest challenge was getting 
acceptance and convincing people 
that bio fuel is suitable for use.”

And his powers of persuasion must 
have been significant. Fast forward 
to the present day and Hygate is the 
winner of New Energy & Cleantech 
Awards’ Entrepreneur of the Year 2015 
in recognition of these achievements. 
He has started a number of overseas 
businesses and has established 
representatives across the globe. He is 
the Royal Warrant holder for Green Fuels 
and is internationally recognised in the 
biofuels industry as a thought leader.

In 2013 he founded Green Fuels Research 
(GFR) which holds proprietary technology 
for the production of biofuel (Patented) 
and also in aviation biofuels (Patented). 
Recently the company was awarded 
an £800,000 DECC Energy Entrepreneurs 
Fund grant to help commercialise its 
aviation biofuels process.

His TM Top 100 exemplar status joins a 
host other awards, probably enough 
now to necessitate a small warehouse, 
but he tells me that it is incredibly 
rewarding, “The process basically 
started in my Dad’s garage and I’m 
very proud and honoured to receive 
this accolade.”

James Hygate has taken a novel idea, 
born in the shadowy, oil and rubber-
scented environs of his Dad’s garage 
in 2003, to an award-winning business 
commercially operating bio-refineries 
on every continent bar Antarctica, 
producing in excess of 1 million litres of 
sustainable biofuel every day.

Green Fuels manufactures biodiesel 
production equipment and since its 
inception in 2003, has been recognised 
as a pioneer in manufacturing and 
commissioning equipment to produce the 
highest quality biodiesel that can be used 
as a 100% replacement for fossil diesel.

Born from a desire, in his words, to 
“do something beneficial for the 
environment”, the entrepreneur freely 
admits, “I didn’t intend it to be a ‘proper’ 
job. It just turned in to one.” And what a 
‘proper’ job it turned out to be.

Hygate holds a BSc. from the University 
of Reading and an MSc in Environmental 
Assessment and Management from 
Oxford Brookes University, the latter of 
which he graduated from in 1998. He 
discovered bio fuels in Germany two 
years later, “I asked myself ‘Why don’t 
we have this in England?

“I looked into how to establish a Bio 
diesel production business in the UK. 
The banks weren’t very interested in the 
concept, so I didn’t have much luck 
with them.”

FOUNDER AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, GREEN FUELS

Exemplar

James Hygate

“Not only this, but Hygate 
has played a major role 
in several world firsts 
including: the first 100% 
biodiesel train, the Royal 
Train; and the first 100% 
biodiesel racing car.”
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room for extra responsibility, she sent 
a speculative letter to a local valve 
company, which eventually offered her 
the role she longed for and quickly got 
promoted to operations director.

In 2003 she joined KKI with the same job 
title and during the last 12 years with 
the company, Mowbray embraced the 
challenge of meeting monthly targets 
and getting orders out of the door.

“As operations director, I managed 
the execution of orders from sales right 
through to shipment to the customer, 
including purchasing, planning, projects 
and manufacturing. I was also responsible 
for stores, production engineering and 
maintenance,” she described.

“I’m not an engineer or a technical 
person but I am great at line 
management. The most important thing 
is to get the team on your side,” And 
apparently, she did. Mowbray recently 
transitioned to the position of managing 
director and immediately hit a record 
month in terms of orders received.

She doesn’t have secrets on how she 
achieves her goals, “I think the key 
is to make sure that everybody’s as 
concerned as I am about getting 
problems sorted and focusing on the 
strategic plan to move the company 
forward,” she said.

On her role in manufacturing, she says 
she always felt she had to prove herself, 
especially now that she’s stepped into 
the MD’s shoes.

“It is harder being a woman in this 
industry because some men definitely 
don’t see women as leaders, but things 
are changing. If you’ve got the skills 
you can do it. I have a great senior 
management team and a flexible 
workforce who always rise to the 
challenge,” she said.

Seeing women in key positions is 
encouraging and healthy for the 
industry. Actually, it accounts for even 
more. It sets an example for future 
generations and inspires young women 
to believe in themselves. Figures like Lynn 
Mowbray bring vital contributions and 
are the perfect examples of tenacity 
and persistence, confirming women in 
manufacturing are nothing short of men.

After leaving school at 16 and enrolling 
at South Shields Technical College to 
study for a BTEC in Business, Mowbray 
was employed by South Tyneside 
Council in the purchasing department, 
“I just loved purchasing,” she said.

“I loved the people and the interaction 
with the variety of suppliers. I decided 
I wanted to keep learning and did my 
Chartered Institute of Purchasing and 
Supply qualification at university on day 
release in 1989.”

Constantly showing interest for 
education, which she described as a 
“key motivator”, and as an extremely 
driven individual, Mowbray never 
failed to request her various employers 
support with her studies, until she 
obtained a master’s degree in Business 
Administration (MBA) in 1996.

Then, not happy at the stale working 
conditions that didn’t allow her any 

MANAGING DIRECTOR, KOSO KENT INTROL LTD

Exemplar

Lynn Mowbray

“One of my key strengths 
is that I am self-motivated 
and a very positive person 
and this tends to influence 
the people around me,” 
Mowbray added with pride.
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PETER MIRCETIC | LEAD SUPERINTENDANT, BODY CONSTRUCTION, JAGUAR LAND ROVER

Mircetic is top of the class for his Safety Behaviour Skills School, which teaches serious safety 
lessons in a fun and engaging way. Mircetic came up with the line-side school as a way of 
shifting employee mindsets from seeing health and safety as a compliance-based activity to a 
core cultural value. The syllabus includes challenging employees to notice activities they carry 
out in unconscious competence, otherwise known as autopilot, and the dangers of doing 
so. Workers also assess their attitude and behaviour towards safety and perception of risks. 
Attendees are empowered to work through the safety learnings rather than being instructed 
on dos and don’ts. When the bell sounds, employees sign a car hood in recognition of their 
commitment to safety and are tasked with raising at least two potential misses based on what 
they’ve learned. Four Safety Behaviour Skills Schools are now running in key production areas 
with over 2,000 employees passing through their doors.

SIMON MIDDLETON | FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR, SHACKLETON 

The Shackleton Design & Manufacturing Company produces exclusively made-in-Britain 
products, including knitwear, outerwear, boots, beer, and even banjos, all inspired by 
Antarctic explorer Ernest Shackleton. In 2013, Middleton opened Britain’s first banjo factory in 
over 60 years, and launched the Shackleton banjo, swiftly expanding into fashion and lifestyle 
products. Middleton was formerly an independent brand strategy adviser, and is the author 
of several books including Amazon branding bestseller Build A Brand In 30 Days. He speaks 
internationally about brand and entrepreneurship.

CAMERON MCLELLAN | DEPUTY MANAGING DIRECTOR, POLYPIPE BUILDING PRODUCTS 

McLellan joined Polypipe in 1993 after graduating from Northumbria University with a degree in 
Industrial Design. His career developed quickly, holding several manufacturing management 
roles including production director and operations director before becoming deputy 
managing director within the Building Products business. McLellan was invited to join the MBO 
of Polypipe in 2005 and has worked tirelessly with the team to establish manufacturing and 
supply chain as a key strength in the recent successful IPO of Polypipe Group. McLellan has 
taken on several external roles promoting manufacturing in the Sheffield City Region through 
the Company of Cutlers and at a national level as a non-executive director of the EEF.

LINDA MCINTYRE | GENERAL MANAGER, WATFORD SHELTERED WORKSHOP LTD. 

McIntyre grew up in London, where her father was an engineer, spending her formative 
years building all manner of things. It was only natural that she started her working life in 
engineering. Since then, McIntyre’s career has progressed through numerous roles in the 
NHS and the IT Industry, with this range of experience leading to her appointment as general 
manager of Watford Workshop in December 2010. Working with people who have a range of 
disabilities including learning difficulties, while still ensuring customer expectations are met, has 
proved to be one of the most unique, challenging and rewarding experiences so far.

M
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TONY MCMULLEN | SENIOR MANUFACTURING ENGINEER, BAE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIR AND INFORMATION 

McMullen has led projects within the Military Air & Information (MAI) business of BAE Systems, 
which have delivered more than £1m of savings to one of its most important programmes. As 
a member of its manufacturing technology team, he has driven numerous initiatives looking 
at ways to drive down the cost of its cutting tools on the F-35 programme. These have also 
helped increase the speed at which the company could build the rear sections of the aircraft, 
one of the most advanced combat aircraft in the world, as it seeks to reach peak production 
rate of one a day. McMullen started as an apprentice with BAE Systems at the age of 16 and, 
over the past 36 years, he has worked in its missiles and military aircraft businesses. McMullen 
has also been named Engineer of the Year for the MAI business.

JORDAN MOSELEY | JUNIOR ENGINEER, RDM GROUP LTD.

Moseley joined Coventry-based RDM Group in 2013. Initially Moseley started in the warehouse, 
putting vehicle accessory kits into boxes, now he has progressed to the design and 
development department thanks to his keen interest in engineering. Moseley now plays a 
significant role as part of a team spearheading advanced technology in autonomous vehicle 
development. Throughout his developing career he has strived to take advantage of all the 
opportunities arising to learn new skills, push forward new technologies and be a role model 
inspiring others to get involved in this diverse industry. He has a prosperous career ahead of 
him and is constantly finding new ways to make an impact into this already advanced sector 
of UK manufacturing.

BARRY MOOR | MANAGING DIRECTOR, CAMERON-PRICE LTD.

Moor studied Industrial Design & Engineering at Birmingham City University. Beginning his 
career at Cameron-Price as an engineer, he was promoted to MD in 2004 and completed 
an MBO in 2015. In the wider community Moor has held positions on the Advisory Board for 
Common Purpose and as a Business Mentor for The Princes Trust. Cameron-Price operates 
from purpose build premises in South Birmingham, supplies safety critical components and 
assemblies to a number of Tier 1 automotive businesses across the world. Under the direction 
of Moor the 24hr production plant annually turns over £10m.
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MICHAEL MYCHAJLUK | SUPPLY CHAIN & EXTERNAL ENGAGEMENT MANAGER, GOVERNMENT 
PROGRAMMES, PURCHASING, JAGUAR LAND ROVER. 

Mychajluk has worked at Jaguar Land Rover for 18 years and currently provides business 
investment support to the UK automotive supply chain as this sector takes advantage of a 
period of strong growth. The UK automotive industry is dominated by large, foreign-owned 
multi-nationals all sourcing components based on best global ability to compete on cost, 
quality and technology. Mychajluk’s work brings together a variety of UK stakeholders from the 
banking sector, finance professions, government support agencies and departments, as well 
as, leaders in automotive companies to enable the UK supply chain to compete successfully 
for this work. The result has seen UK automotive OEM sourcing increase from 36% in 2011 to 41% 
this year. Mychajluk is also an Automotive Council UK Supply Chain Group Member & Lead 
on the Access to Finance Workstream. In addition, Mychajluk is chair of the Manufacturing 
Special Interest Group for the ICAEW.

NAOMI MITCHISON | SENIOR HARDWARE ENGINEER, SELEX ES 

After growing up in Italy, Mitchison moved to Edinburgh to attend university, graduating with 
an MEng in Electronic and Electrical Engineering in 2009. She currently works with Selex ES on 
the electronics design of aircraft protection systems. Always a keen advocate of engineering, 
she has always been an active STEM ambassador, and is chair of the local IET Young 
Professionals committee. As the IET’s Young Woman Engineer of the Year, Mitchison is making 
the most of a year promoting careers in engineering to young people across the UK, fitting TV 
appearances and speaking engagements around her day job.

STEVE MORRIS | MANAGING DIRECTOR, MORGAN MOTOR COMPANY 

Morris joined Morgan as an apprentice in the sheet metal department in 1983. He took over as 
foreman of the department in 1996 and was then promoted to manufacturing manager in 2000, 
and operations director in 2004. Morris was appointed MD in February 2013. Morris has guided 
the company through challenging times and has invested in new processes, technology and 
products. He has incredible drive and is respected by all in his business. Morris has led the lean 
revolution in MMC, the adoption of new processes and the training of all employees, as well 
as committing to hiring five to six new apprentices every year. His interaction with educational 
partners has resulted in great business wins and opportunities for young people (KTPs).



Naylor introduced two crucial new 
products to the company’s clay 
offerings and began to explore the 
growing plastic market. Naylor Industries 
is now a growing, £50m business.

“We had a very small concrete lintels 
business which we’ve grown and also 
went into plastics for the first time. It 
really was a combination of innovation 
and diversification really,” he said.

The other link to the growing Naylor 
pipeline was the exploitation of export 
demand. Naylor is now riding the 
success of four years export growth, 
with its products being shipped to more 
than 65 countries. The effort has seen 
the company awarded EEF’s 2015 
Outstanding Export Award as well as the 
Winner of Winners Award.

He places a huge emphasis on the 
shift in mindset of workers who once 
saw Naylor Industries at its lowest, 
and dragged themselves up with the 
growing business.

“The skills that people have running a 
declining clay pipe business that was 
low on automation is different to the 
skills you need when you’re growing 
and getting into new product areas,” 
he said. “We’ve done a whole load of 
training exercises which allow people 
with the right skills to take the business 
into new areas.

“The thing that you’ve got to be careful 
of is it’s not about me, it’s about the 
business. If the business wasn’t doing the 
right things then you clearly wouldn’t be 
nominated for anything.”

In 1993, Edward Naylor faced a massive 
task. He had agreed to leave his City 
job in London to take control of the 
family business – Naylor Industries, a clay 
pipe manufacturer based in Barnsley.

The shift from The City to a 
manufacturing business was not the 
challenge. Naylor had spent significant 
time on secondment for a German 
company as acting finance executive 
with a company of about 500 people, 
so suddenly taking over as CEO of a 
business with about 350 people wasn’t 
as daunting as one might imagine.

The challenge lay in taking what was 
a loss-making £12m manufacturing 
business and turning it around.

“Back then all we made was clay 
pipes which we sold in the UK. That 
really was a nightmare strategy,” 
Naylor reflects. “The UK construction 
market was bombed out and there 
was a move from clay to plastics. There 
was still a market for clay pipes but it 
was a diminishing one and we were 
sitting balanced on one leg. We had 
a business that was losing money and 
declining at a fairly rapid rate. I think 
any bookie would have said we had 
long odds on surviving.”

But not only did the business survive 
under Naylor’s direction, it thrived. 

CEO, NAYLOR INDUSTRIES

Exemplar

Edward Naylor

“But despite Naylor’s 
huge push to resurrect 
his family’s business, he 
remains emphatic that the 
turnaround could not be put 
down to only himself.”
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than a manufacturer. It started as a 
manufacturer and designer, then it 
expanded into selling those garments 
not to retailers but direct to private 
customers as an internet business. 
Two thirds of staff are involved in 
manufacturing and one third are 
involved in the selling of those garments.

“I have also set up a printing business to 
sell. Nearly everything is done internally 
by our own staff so it is very self-
sufficient: we have our own gardener; 
flower arranger; carpenter who makes 
all the desks, tables and chairs; and a 
canteen with our own staff.”

His enthusiasm brimmed further when 
discussing skills.

Under the MD’s direction the firm has set 
up a sewing school to impart specialist 
tailoring and dressmaking skills to the 
next generation.

“The thing that I am most proud 
off, is the development of skills and 
developing the team. The new sewing 
school will be run by two of our most 
accomplished dressmakers; Carol 

Shaw with 14 years’ experience and 
Sue Cook with 27 years’ experience; 
responsible for design room sampling 
and advanced sewing techniques.”

Nieper’s drive for skills, self-sufficiency 
and unrivalled quality of the brand is all 
part of his ultimate goal, “My real wish 
is that we can create a British brand. 
People in Britain want to know where 
their clothing is made. People want 
to buy British and I wish that the British 
public would be proud of buying a British 
product. And if we can spearhead that 
and we can show that it can be done 
in Britain successfully, then many more 
retailers will produce in the UK.

When asked how it felt to be not only 
shortlisted, but highlighted as a beacon 
of the very best in UK manufacturing, 
Nieper said with absolute humility, “It’s a 
huge privilege to be nominated for The 
Top 100 and thank you for including me.”

In 1977 over 900,000 people 
were employed in the UK fashion 
manufacturing industry, by the end of 
the last century this figure had fallen 
by 80%. Rising production costs and 
a deterioration in the skills pool saw 
companies retain their competitiveness 
by moving production offshore, but not 
David Nieper. Its tenacious MD, and son 
of the firm’s founder and namesake, 
Christopher Nieper, is dedicated to 
ensuring the UK brand is British through 
and through.

Nieper’s sheer and unadulterated 
zest for the Made in Britain brand is 
awe-inspiring and it’s because of 
rare individuals like Nieper that the 
UK is experiencing something of a 
renaissance in its textile industry, 
“Twenty five years ago we had a huge 
decision to make, do we stay in Britain 
or do we go offshore like everybody 
else? We chose to stay in Britain and 
have never looked back.

“Since then the company has grown 
every year and we’ve remained 
steadfast in our commitment to local 
British skills and we do believe there is a 
growing appetite for British-made goods.”

Descended from 19th Century portrait 
painter Carlo Nieper, he beamed 
with pride at so many facets of the 
business that he has been instrumental 
in creating, “The company is more 

MANAGING DIRECTOR, DAVID NIEPER

Exemplar

Christopher Nieper

“Nieper is fanatical 
about the importance of 
cultivating and fostering 
skills in the textile industry 
and beyond.”
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Over the past four years, Sidebottom-
Every has spearheaded more than £4m 
investment into new machines and 
processes. This investment has increased 
the company’s core service offering 
and contributed to a growth of 20% in 
turnover in four years.

She has led the company to many 
industry firsts, from becoming one of the 
first carton companies to achieve SB 
5750 in 1992, to becoming the world’s 
first to commission an innovative, 
never-before-seen, digital cutting and 
creasing machine in 2013.

Sidebottom-Every has led Glossop 
Cartons to numerous awards, including 
a BPIF Excellence Award, NW Business 
Insider Advanced Manufacturing/
Technology Award & Outstanding 
Contribution to Business for Women in 
Enterprise Awards. In 2014, she was listed 
within the North West Business Insider’s 
Top 100 Influential Women in Business.

She didn’t intend to carve out a very 
successful career in manufacturing and 
admits that when she was younger a 
preoccupation with her horse eclipsed 
the drive to make an early decision on 
a profession, “I didn’t really know what I 
wanted to do, especially in those days, 
I sort of fell into it. I failed my A levels 
because I spent too much time with my 
horse. I worked for the local hunt for a bit 
and realised that sort of money wasn’t 
going to put clothes on my back.” And it 

was at that time her father saw a gap in 
the market for a small carton company 
to produce high quality cartons, 
an alternative to the very big firms 
producing cartons at the time.

Sidebottom-Every cites Richard Branson 
as a role model, for his entrepreneurial 
skills, but regards herself and the firm 
not as ‘flamboyant’ as Branson, instead 
describing them as ‘steady Eddies’. She 
explains, “We are not big risk takers. 
There are some incredible people in 
the carton industry. We are a close knit 
industry. If ever we had a problem there 
were people I could speak to and as a 
younger person that was very important 
because it’s very lonely heading up a 
company. That’s why it’s good to have 
support networks of other directors that 
like to share their business with you.”

Although she describes herself as a 
tough, go-getter, Sidebottom-Every says 
she has a soft centre, “I’d like to think 
that my staff know that when the chips 
are down, I’ll back them up.”

And unsurprisingly the sales director 
attributes her success to those 
surrounding her within the business, “I’m 
really flattered, I blush slightly because 
I am only the figurehead of a damn 
good team. I hope that my whole team 
can share in that success and a feel 
they’ve played a part in that.”

Self-confessed ‘voice’ and ‘face’ of 
Glossop Cartons, Jacky Sidebottom-
Every has been in the industry for over 
thirty years, “I’ve worked in cartons 
since I was 20 years old. We started the 
company with my father in 1982,” she 
tells me. Sadly her father passed away 
a mere two years after the business’s 
inception.

And she is very much still swimming or 
rather sailing full pelt and beyond. In the 
beginning, the business was set against 
a Thatcher Britain and in the first year 
turned over roughly £300, in fact, “I’ve 
still got the same order book from 1982,” 
she explains. The firm has gone from a 
tiny company with three employees to 
51 people.

Sidebottom-Every heads up the 
sales department and has a hand in 
manufacturing. Her husband is the 
firm’s managing director. Self-effacing 
and modest, the sales director is not 
forthcoming on how her fearless 
determination was pivotal in growing the 
business; increasing turnover; investing 
in new technologies; and maintaining a 
strong and loyal customer.

SALES DIRECTOR, GLOSSOP CARTONS

Exemplar

Jacky Sidebottom–Every

“We were thrown in at the 
deep end, my husband and 
I. At the time it didn’t seem 
a big deal, at 21 you think 
you can rule the world. It 
was sink or swim.”
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GRAHAM PATERSON | CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, GEUR VIRTUS FORMERLY OF HOVIS

For over 27 years Paterson has held a number of very senior leadership roles across 
manufacturing and supply chain, with a proven track record of driving large multisite change 
programmes delivering sustainable bottom line business benefit in the FMCG arena. Paterson’s 
passion for driving the highest levels of operational excellence has been widely recognised 
by many industry bodies nationally and internationally and he has been responsible for driving 
successful transformation programmes across some of the UK’s largest food businesses, e.g., 
Hovis and Premier Foods. Paterson’s strategic leadership has been highly influential and he 
is passionate about driving sustainable change through people development. Paterson 
believes in industry leading the way and has been an active advocate working with various 
organisations promoting manufacturing careers to schools and colleges. He works with Rospa 
on promoting greater community health & safety awareness and is a keen promoter of 
Environmental Stewardship as a winning business strategy.

GRAEME PARKINS | MANAGING DIRECTOR, DYER ENGINEERING LTD.

A strong family influence and attending the George Stephenson Memorial School inspired 
Parkins to take up a career as an engineer. Following his electronics apprenticeship, he 
went on to build a successful management career in the electronics and steel fabrication 
industries, in both corporate and SME businesses. He has been involved in the running of 
successful businesses for over 20 years and achieved his first senior management role in Rolls-
Royce at the age of 25, going on to eventually own Dyer Engineering, the successful precision 
machining and fabrication business, based in County Durham, and has recently established 
Hy-Dynamix, a business supplying specialist lifting systems.

ROBERTO ANTONIO PACE | PROJECT / DESIGN ENGINEER – CHASSIS – BRAKING SYSTEM, MCLAREN 
AUTOMOTIVE LTD.

Pace has a strong background in automotive and was the winner of national design 
competition Autocar/Courland International, Next generation Awards 2012. He joined 
McLaren Automotive in 2013 as design and project engineer for the braking system. Pace is 
the system owner and actively works with suppliers and the attribute teams to deliver all the 
components of the braking system. In this role, Pace has coordinated the design of brake 
components on stunning supercars. He is currently working on future programmes, where 
his main responsibility is to identify potential suppliers and innovative technologies to be 
implemented on the next generation of McLaren cars.

MICK ORD | MANAGING DIRECTOR, BAE SYSTEMS NAVAL SHIPS

Ord was educated in Northumberland and the Royal Naval Engineering College, Manadon. 
He graduated in Systems Engineering and is a Chartered Engineer with the UK Engineering 
Council. He served in the Royal Navy for 12 years in a number of engineering roles. On 
completion of his service career, he joined Westland Helicopters spending two years engaged 
in various military and civil helicopter programmes. In 1999, he joined the British Aerospace 
Military Aircraft business where he held a number of programme management, engineering 
and commercial leadership roles. In 2008, he was appointed managing director of the BAE 
Systems F-35 Joint Strike Fighter business leading teams across the UK and the US. In 2011 he 
was appointed managing director of the BAE Systems Surface Ships business and in 2012 took 
up his current appointment as managing director of the BAE Systems Naval Ships business.

MICHAEL R OLIVER OBE DL | CHAIRMAN AND FOUNDER, OLIVER VALVES

Born in 1938 and raised in Hale, Cheshire, Oliver launched Oliver Engineering, the business 
that would become Oliver Valves, in 1979 from his small, family garage. The success of his 
first product, a new type of high-pressure needle, together with other early innovations saw 
the business flourish. Today Oliver Valves, along with sister companies Oliver Valvetek and 
Oliver Twinsafe, employs over 250 people, supplying valves to oil and gas projects all over the 
world. Oliver is a keen supporter of charities both in the UK and overseas. He is a passionate 
advocate of British manufacturing, lobbying the government for policies that favour export-
led businesses and encouraging the next generation of talent by investing in training and 
apprenticeship schemes. In 2012, Oliver’s contribution to British manufacturing was recognised 
when he was made an OBE.
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MARK RIDGWAY, OBE, DL | CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GROUP RHODES

Ridgway is CEO of Group Rhodes, a Wakefield headquartered group of seven engineering 
companies serving the aerospace, metalforming, precision engineering, environmental, 
heavy ceramics and oil & gas markets respectively. Under Ridgway’s direction the company 
won the Queens Award for Enterprise in the Innovation category in 2010 and in 2012 it 
achieved the same accolade for International Trade. Ridgway is the Immediate Past President 
of the Manufacturing Technologies Association (MTA), Council member of the Metalforming 
Machinery Manufacturers’ Association (MMMA). Ridgway sits on UKTI’s Aerospace Growth 
Partnership and the Board of the Leeds City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), chairing 
its Employer Ownership of Skills board. He holds an MSc in Manufacturing Leadership from 
Leeds University Business School and Honorary Doctorates from Sheffield Hallam University and 
Leeds Beckett University.

NEILL RICKETTS | CEO , VERSARIEN PLC.

Ricketts is a former apprentice and graduate engineer with over 20 years manufacturing and 
engineering experience gained in aerospace, automotive, and motorsport. He is co-founder 
of Versarien, one of the fastest growing advanced materials companies in the UK with a 
portfolio of next generation materials including wonder material graphene. The firm began 
in a garage and now operates from four sites in the UK. Under Ricketts’ guidance the firm has 
completed three acquisitions, with over 100 employees including a successful floatation on 
AIM in just four years.

MIKE RAMSAY | FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR, SCOTLAND ELECTRONICS

Ramsay has steered the company to accolades like Business AM / Lloyds 1st Fastest Growing 
Company in Scotland; Deloitte & Touché Fastest Growing Company Scotland 8th 2000, 2nd 
2001 & 15th 2003; Sunday Times ARM Tech Track 2001 50th in UK. Additionally Ramsay was 
named Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist in 2001. Today the company employs 45 highly skilled 
staff, working to develop the next generation of control technologies for the oil & gas and 
military environments. The firm manufactures internationally sold and deployed products 
created by its specialist engineers. This year Scotland Electronics has invested £2m to create 
new jobs, boost global trade and increase turnover to £30m over the next three years, 
something which Ramsay is exceptionally proud of.

SHAUN PULFREY | CHAIRMAN AND INVENTOR, TANGLE TEEZER

Pulfrey is founder and inventor of Tangle Teezer; the world’s first and best-selling detangling 
hairbrush with 19 brushes now being sold every minute. Tangle Teezer created a whole new 
category in hair care and has achieved global recognition in a remarkably short space of 
time. It now exports 82% of its £23M in sales to 65 countries, has won two Queen’s Awards 
and is a Fast Track 100 company. Pulfrey has a strong background within the hair industry as 
a former hair colourist. He had his lightbulb moment while working in salons, when he realised 
tangles were a real problem for hairstylists. As Tangle Teezer’s global ambassador, Pulfrey 
travels the world talking about innovation within the Tangle Teezer brand.

KEIRA PROCTOR | MANAGING DIRECTOR, A. PROCTOR GROUP LTD.

Proctor became managing director of A. Proctor group, which has been owned by the family 
since the early 1900s, in 2012. Before that she was the firm’s sales director. Proctor is passionate 
about the core goals of the company, which are growth and profit, through continuous 
improvement and development of its service and product range. Proctor attributes her 
success to the important role that the firm’s employees play in this process. Under Proctor’s 
direction the organisation scooped two awards at the Family Business of the Year Awards 2015 
in the manufacturing and Scotland categories.
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course included a year-long industrial 
placement, which Simmonds spent 
as an application engineer at 
automated test equipment and virtual 
instrumentation software producer, 
National Instruments.

While there, he also spent three months 
working as a technical marketing 
engineering intern.

“During my time at National Instruments, 
I was able to introduce students to STEM 
subjects via the Royal Institution Summer 
School. It was incredibly rewarding 
and something I wished I’d had the 
opportunity to attend while I was at 
school,” Simmonds noted.

“From a very young age, Dad 
encouraged me to visit his workshop 
and learn how to take things apart, 
put them back together and solve 
problems; things I have loved doing 
ever since.

“During my GSCE selection, I watched 
Professor Brian Cox’s television series, 
The Wonders of the Solar System. 
It further developed my interest in 
space and I enjoyed it so much that it 
encouraged me to take up all of the 
sciences, but particularly physics,” he 
revealed.

Simmonds is currently working on 
projects including a piece of wearable 
technology to aid colour detection for 
the colour blind, and a self-balancing 
electric unicycle.

Furthermore, he has recently 
accomplished one of his goals since 
starting with National Instruments, 
passing his Certified LabVIEW Developer 
exam, allowing him to teach the 
system design software to beginners, 
advanced users and those in-between.

“I’m thrilled to have the made The 
Manufacturer Top 100. It’s extremely 
encouraging and rewarding to have 
achieved something like this so early 
in my career, and I hope that I can 
continue to develop and contribute to 
this incredible industry,” he enthused.

At just 22 years of age, Max Simmonds 
has racked up more achievements and 
accolades than many manage over 
their lifetimes.

The young engineer is a multiple 
Honours Roll student; has participated 
in the Met Office’s International Space 
Apps Challenge; designed and built 
his own 3D printer from scratch; been 
lauded for his musical Tesla Coil; shared 
the stage with Professor Brian Cox, 
among others; written articles published 
in industry journals, and is an active 
ambassador for engineering, and 
industry in general.

Simmonds admits that when an idea 
forms in his mind, everything else tends 
to drop out of focus. The creation of his 
own 3D printer – built in the evenings 
and weekends outside his studies – 
perfectly encapsulates his never-ending 
pursuit of knowledge.

“Initially it was made crudely from 
wood and scrap metal, but after I spent 
months refining and configuring it, I was 
able to print the plastic parts necessary 
to create a more refined, upgraded 
printer,” he explained.

Having passed an NVQ Level 2 in 
Engineering and excelling at A-level 
Maths, Physics, Chemistry and IT, 
Simmonds is currently studying a Masters 
of Electrical & Electrical Engineering 
at the University of Plymouth. The 

UNDERGRADUATE, MENG IN ELECTRICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

Exemplar

Max Simmonds

“Simmonds’ passion for 
problem solving and 
learning about how things 
work can be attributed to 
two key role influencers; his 
father, who owns a business 
customising and repairing 
motorcycles and Professor 
Brian Cox.”
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Part of her Business and Human 
Resource Management degree at 
Sheffield Hallam University was to spend 
one year in industry, a year Torjussen 
spent with Outokumpu.

Having experienced a taste of 
manufacturing during her placement 
year, Torjussen continued to work part-
time at the business alongside her studies, 
and was offered a role in its Human 
Resources department upon graduating.

Over the past six years, Torjussen continued 
working in operations before becoming 
the Human Resources officer for SMACC 
at the end of 2011, and advancing into 
her present role in May 2014.

“I genuinely believe manufacturing 
offers the most exciting and challenging 
type of work. While I was growing up, 
a career within industry never crossed 
my mind. In fact my career advisor told 
me that I should work as a florist, you 
couldn’t get any further from what I do 
now,” she recalled.

“I work in a hot, noisy and often dirty 
environment, but the challenge of not 
knowing what the day will bring, the 
responsibility handed to me, and being 
able to see the physical manifestation 
of everyone’s hard work at the end of 
it all is more satisfying than having a 
clean, quiet office.”

That sort of environment isn’t for everyone 
though, and Torjussen is more than aware 
of industry’s gender imbalance.

Currently the only female to work 
in melt shop operations, although 
there are a number of female staff 
engaged in logistics, purchasing and 
finance, and having worked in human 
resources, Torjussen is fully aware of how 
difficult it can be to recruit women into 
manufacturing.

Accordingly, she is very keen to help 
promote careers in industry for women 
and offer them greater choice.

Sophie Torjussen never expected to 
work in Outokumpu’s Stainless Melting 
and Continuous Casting (SMACC) melt 
shop in Sheffield, but now she’s working 
in heavy manufacturing, she couldn’t 
imagine working anywhere else.

The shift team manager oversees 
a fifty-strong team through the 
process of steelmaking, casting and 
finishing, ensuring quality products are 
manufactured in a safe and controlled 
environment in the most efficient manner.

Her role demands both strategic and 
operational involvement across all 
areas of Human Resources, including 
workforce planning, resourcing, 
development, talent management, 
performance management, 
compensation and benefits, employee 
relations, and health and well-being.

“The best part of my job is working 
with my shift team. I have a fantastic 
team who are as enthusiastic and 
passionate about what they do as I am. 
They work extremely hard and are so 
knowledgeable, I wouldn’t be where I 
am without them,” Torjussen said.

Having to spend 12-hour nightshifts 
together involved in potentially very 
dangerous work certainly helps to form 
bonds, and the team’s strong sense of 
camaraderie and loyalty isn’t something 
Torjussen has experienced elsewhere.

SHIFT TEAM MANAGER, OUTOKUMPU STAINLESS STEEL LTD

Exemplar

Sophie Torjussen

“I love my job and where I 
work, and I think if women 
were more aware of the 
interesting, dynamic careers 
industry offers, the gender 
imbalance wouldn’t be 
quite so severe,” Torjussen 
reflected.
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“We put them into small paper cases 
and gave them a couple of dozen 
boxes which sold very well, so he asked 
for more. At that time we had about 
eight sales vans going around the shops 
selling cakes, so of course the drivers 
asked for some as well. It just went 
on and on. The thing was, we were 
wrapping them all by hand.”

It was the same design the sweet carries 
today. The difference was, at the time 
there were 23 girls on the production 
line piping tea cakes by hand.

“Four hours a day, five days a week we 
could do 3,000 boxes a week with 36 
in a box,” Tunnock says. “Today we are 
producing every week about 100,000 
boxes with a lot less people.

“The challenge has been to actually 
automate without interfering with the 
product. We still hand-mix the cream in 
bowl whisks doing about 3,500 bowls a 
week.”

And all this from a man who “retired” 
almost 10 years ago.

“You’ve got to think quality all the time,” 
he says. “I spend 80% of my time on 
the factory floor going round to make 
sure things are right; going into corners 
no one else looks at. I’ve got quality 
controllers and factory managers, but 
I’m of the old school. A policeman 
walking down the street is far better 
than a CCTV camera; at least you 
can be seen, and you can ask people 
questions. If you see a policeman you 
immediately slow up. The uniform just 
does something.”

Besides his meticulous care for his family 
legacy, Tunnock is a devout family man 
with three daughters, one of which 
works as personnel director at the 
business along with her husband who is 
the company’s operations director.

In 2004, Mr Tunnock was awarded a CBE 
for his ongoing work with charity.

Anyone who spends as much time 
around the caramel inside a Tunnock’s 
Caramel Wafer, or the cream inside the 
company’s famous Teacakes is sure to 
be a happy camper. So it is little surprise 
the business’s director, Boyd Tunnock is 
as personable and happy as he is.

Born on January 25, 1933, you could say 
Tunnock was born to run one of the UK’s 
favourite sweets manufacturers. After 
studying as an apprentice baker for five 
years, he enrolled in National Service 
where he served in the Army catering 
Corp form 1954-56.

However it was actually prior to this 
when he first joined the family business 
in 1949. It was in the early 1950s when 
he first saw the introduction of the 
famous Caramel Wafers and then the 
Teacakes in 1960.

It was the humble Teacake that would 
see Tunnock face his greatest challenge 
all those years ago, staffing a new line 
to produce the sweet treat.

“At that time we were making a lot of 
cakes and biscuits,” Tunnock says, “But 
basically the Teacake kicked off in 1959 
when this agent came in and said why 
don’t you put some of your snowball 
cream on a biscuit and cover it in 
chocolate?”

MANAGING DIRECTOR, TUNNOCK’S

Exemplar

Boyd Tunnock

“It’s Tunnock’s almost 
militant approach to quality 
and standards in his factory 
that has allowed his product 
to withstand competition for 
so long.”
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PETER SMITH | CHAIRMAN AND CEO, NASMYTH GROUP

A qualified physicist, Smith has been closely involved in design and manufacturing throughout 
his career. For 15 years he has applied his entrepreneurial skills through management buy-
ins, the establishment of start-up businesses and ultimately the establishment of Nasmyth 
Group. With revenues of $120m, the group employs over 800 specialist industry professionals, 
incorporating an apprenticeship academy. Smith was voted Entrepreneur of the Year in the 
Midlands EY Engineering awards in 2013 and has been a board member of public and private 
companies in the UK and internationally. He is a major contributor to industry development 
through his board memberships and work with bodies such as the Engineering Employers 
Federation, ADS and the Midlands Aerospace Alliance trade association. International 
expansion through exports and offshore businesses is a key part of Smith’s strategy for the 
Nasmyth Group, which already operates from the US, India and France.

MELVIN SINAR | MANAGING DIRECTOR, PETFORD GROUP

Sinar started his career as an apprentice tool-maker and has been managing director at 
Petford Tools for 17 years. In that time, Sinar has grown turnover from £2m to £16m turnover, 
increased staff numbers from 24 to 140 employees, and diversified the firm’s product 
offering to secure a multi-sector customer base. He drove the business to be an early 
adopter of Investors in People; achieve industry standards TS16949; and scoop the Black 
Country Manufacturing Business Award 2014. Sinar actively supports apprentices and work 
placements, and employs 20 plus apprentices in employment and training. He is an active 
developer of partnerships including overseas trade and local supplier networks. Developing 
long-term, sustainable partnerships, and developing skills from shopfloor to senior managers is 
key to his engaging business style and success.

JARL SEVERN | MANAGING DIRECTOR, OWEN MUMFORD LTD.

Born in Denmark, Severn has experience in a diverse range of industry sectors and companies 
across the UK and Europe. Severn was appointed to his first general management position 
with Codan, part of the Danish Maersk group, in 1994. In 1999, Severn joined Invacare Inc., 
where he served as managing director of Kushall, a Swiss medical equipment manufacturer, 
from 2000 to 2005. Between 2005 and 2008, Severn served on the board of a number of UK 
companies representing investors in turnaround assignments and in November 2008, he took 
up his current role as managing director of Owen Mumford, a family-owned medical device 
manufacturer based in Oxfordshire.

JOHN ROWLEY | MANAGING DIRECTOR, SMT DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

At 34 years old Rowley is SMT Developments’ newly appointed managing director. An expert 
in product manufacturing Rowley has spent his career in sales and operations management, 
focusing on the company’s core competencies of cross-industry electronic product 
manufacturing. Prior to taking over, Rowley has driven company growth of over 25% a year 
for the past four years, with plans to increase the firm’s turnover by a further 35% to £5m by 
2017. Focusing on automation, Rowley has recently overseen a £1.3m investment package 
to double the company’s capacity in anticipation of future growth. Rowley is MBA qualified, 
a graduate of the Great 100 leaders and WMG’s Innovative Business Leadership programme, 
and is an active member of the MAN group.
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DANIEL ROBSON | MANAGING DIRECTOR, GREEN DIGIT LTD.

Robson’s journey began four years ago as a design student at Northumbria University. 
Determined to bring his idea for producing seeds in plantable packaging to market, Robson 
raised a small sum through a government based-innovation grant. Producing the first 10,000 
products by hand, he found a distributor and began to test the market. The products are 
intended to eliminate the complexities of growing plants from seed and encourage those 
who may have been put out off by the idea of gardening or growing in the past. Robson is 
passionate that everyone should have the opportunity to enjoy the experience of growing 
and eating their own produce, and aims to make this a reality through the firm’s products. 

range of high heeled women’s shoes 
which sell in Europe, the US, Asia and 
Far East.

But such great success has not come 
without challenges Watkinson-Yull 
explains, “A huge challenge is the 
footwear retail environment in the UK. 
Our retail industry is dominated by key 
players. For instance we have a very 
strong high street which independent 
brands and boutiques find very difficult 
to compete with. 

“The other problem is, to be really 
successful, it is just a few doors that 
need opening, but getting your foot 
in that door is close to impossible 
due to price constraints, ridiculous 
payment terms and contracts. A lot 
of monopolies are going on in the UK 
which is why we have more success 
wholesaling outside of the UK. No 
wonder the office of fair trading was 
closed down!”

Perhaps her tenacity to overcome such 
challenges comes from her family’s 
long-standing manufacturing history, 
“The Watkinson side of my family has 
been manufacturing in England as far 
as records show, including worsted, 
cotton, wool and coal. More recently 
though my father set up chemical 
manufacturing in the UK in the 1970s 
and is set to open another 130,000 

sq ft site this year. I think as a family 
we are very keen on investing in 
manufacturing.”

Watkinson-Yull said that being named 
as an exemplar is up there with her 
greatest achievements, along with her 
international success, “Having the shoes 
stocked in countries where I don’t even 
speak the language and when people 
whom I have never met have heard of 
the brand and understand the values 
of it. This makes me feel that I am doing 
something right.”

The great thing about Watkinson-Yull 
is that she wants to pay her success 
forward, she elaborates that it is an 
“honour” to be highlighted in the 
report, but simultaneously stresses her 
advocacy for British manufacturing and 
its future. “I hope that I can still do a 
lot more manufacturing in the UK and 
continue to invest in it.”

Her shoes have been spotted 
sauntering down London’s Harley 
Street and perched elegantly on the 
This Morning sofa as a shining beacon 
of the extraordinary manufacturing 
talent that exists right here in the UK. 
Sarah Watkinson-Yull is a 25-year-old 
entrepreneur, who against all the odds 
started Yull in 2011 while she was still 
studying at the University of Westminster. 
At the beginning of her journey, industry 
experts told her that to manufacturer 
stilettos in the UK was impossible, 

The young exemplar self-financed the 
venture at first and then in 2012 was 
given funding from the Prince’s Trust 
to manufacture in the UK. Now almost 
five years on, the brand is stocked 
in boutiques around the globe and 
has opened up a studio in Battersea, 
with 50% of the full range being 
100% sourced and manufactured 
in the UK. Watkinson-Yull is one of 
the only independent shoe brands 
manufacturing high heels in Britain and 
in July this year Yull partnered with Staffa 
Shoes in East London to produce her 

FOUNDER, YULL

Exemplar

Sarah Watkinson-Yull

“They said it was too 
expensive, that it wouldn’t 
be a business and that 
we didn’t have the skills 
here anymore to do it,” she 
explained.
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he tries to encourage in all of MBDA’s 
apprentices today.

“I was told I had reached the adequate 
capability for the role that I was 
undertaking so any continued further 
education was no longer a necessity,” 
Waldron reflects.

Keen to let his feelings be known about 
the abrupt halt to his learning pursuits, 
Waldron went straight to his operations 
director at the time, Eric Farnworth, and 
told him he believed he did not have 
the support of the business in order to 
truly become the engineer he wanted 
to be.

The result of this conversation was an 
immediate phone call from Farnworth 
to his training manager with the strict 
instructions that Waldron ‘was to be 
sent to college until he fails’. “Hence 
18 years’ worth of further education!” 
Waldron laughs. “The stories, the myths, 
the legends that one shares with young 
people when they come into the 
workplace for the first time - I can speak 
with absolute honesty and integrity 
about my own personal career and how 
I started and what I was involved in. 

“The role models, the mentors, the 
behaviours of people and the changing 
business and your opportunities are 
what you can capitalise on and what 
you can make. 

And taking those opportunities by the 
scruff of the neck. There’s no such thing 
as a bad opportunity, it’s a learning 
experience.”

Waldron’s services to the defence 
industry were recognised with an MBE in 
2006. However he says his inclusion in TM 
Top 100 carries a significant importance 
for him.

“It’s wonderful,” he said. “You’ve been 
nominated by your peers; people who 
know the business, so this makes it very 
special in that regard. The people who 
are actually involved in the nomination 
process are integral in the world in 
which you operate.”

Ask Bernard Waldron what the key 
to the future sustainability of the UK 
manufacturing landscape and he will 
undoubtedly respond with the simple 
answer, “apprentices”.

This could probably be said about 
anyone working at MBDA Missile 
Systems, where Waldron holds the 
position of UK director of manufacturing. 

The military equipment manufacturer 
has a trophy room full of accolades for 
its absolute commitment to recruiting, 
developing and retaining top class 
apprentices from across the UK. And 
it’s little surprise when you look back at 
Waldron’s career. 

Waldron’s career has covered 
every conceivable manufacturing 
related, engineering and operations 
management role in the company 
since he started as an apprentice as a 
15 year old at what was then, Hawker 
Siddeley in 1971.

He cut his teeth working on the repair 
cycle for the first air-to-air weapons, 
the Firestreak and Redtop as part of 
his apprenticeship; a feather in his cap 
of which he openly states his pride. 
However, when his apprenticeship 
came to an end, and he was told his 
formal training had ended, Waldron 
was adamant there was always 
something more he could learn, a trait 

DIRECTOR OF MANUFACTURING, MBDA UK

Exemplar

Bernard Waldron MBE

“It’s not just about hard 
work, it’s about working 
with others who can 
deliver on your behalf 
and also on behalf of the 
business.”
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CHRIS THOMAS | CEO, TULIP LTD.

Thomas has worked in the food industry all his life, holding senior management positions 
with Mars, Pepsi, St Ivel, Geest-Bakkavor and most recently as CEO of Adelie Foods. He 
has gained a broad wealth of experience across a range of disciplines including R&D, 
supply chain, commercial and operations. Under Thomas’ leadership, the Tulip business has 
firmly established itself as the UK’s leading food solutions business encompassing the retail, 
foodservice and agricultural industries, it is a true field-to-fork operation, offering a wide range 
of quality own label and branded products.

JOHN SWIFT | MANAGING DIRECTOR, ALUCAST LTD.

A casting engineer by trade, Swift has nearly 40 years experienece in the industry and is 
recognised for being at the forefront of new developments in the sector, travelling across 
the world to impart his knowledge to customers. Working alongside chairman Tony Sartorius, 
he was involved in the MBO of Alucast in 2003 and has helped the company overcome two 
major recessions by establishing it as a single source of supply of highly technical structural 
components for premier brand sports cars. Turnover has grown from £5m to £7m in 2015 
and the company has been involved in providing castings for high profile projects, such as 
the brake calipers for Bugatti Veryon and the top and bottom casings for the London 2012 
Olympic Torch. Swift, who gained a fellowship in the Institute of Cast Metal Engineers in 2013, is 
committed to training all 100 employees at the Black Country-based firm.

NEIL STOCKWELL | PRODUCTION MANAGER/DIRECTOR, LEEMARK ENGINEERING

Having started his career at Leemark back in 1989 as an apprentice machinist, Stockwell is 
now the company’s production manager/director. Stockwell was largely responsible for the 
company’s transition from general subcontract machinist, to its position today as AS9100 
subcontract precision engineers, suppling some of the leading names in aerospace including 
Airbus Helicopters, Drallim, Martin Baker and UTC Aerospace. Stockwell believes that it is 
Leemark’s philosophy of working closely with its customers, maintaining the highest levels of 
quality at all times, and the extra dedication that its customers receive from the family-owned 
and run business that sets Leemark apart from its competitors.

DAVID STEEL | MANAGING DIRECTOR, ALTEC ENGINEERING LTD.

After what he called “a disappointing secondary school education” Steel gained a 
draughtsman apprenticeship. In 1989 he joined Altec Engineering as a design draughtsman, 
progressing to technical director and then in 2004 to managing director. Steel was involved 
in the introduction of the Special Purpose Machine Building and CNC capabilities growing 
the company from £1.5m to £4.5m, with a strategy of growth to £26m within the next three 
to four years. Due to his personal route into engineering and the opportunities within it, Steel 
is passionate about the importance of apprenticeships, for this reason more than 10% of the 
workforce at Altec are apprentices.

NICK SOLE | MANAGING DIRECTOR, APEX FLUID ENGINEERING LTD.

Sole is continually seeking to innovate and invest in processes and technology at his pump 
manufacturing business. Under his direction, the firm houses its own foundry to produce its 
castings rather than import from China. Sole is currently investing in 3D printing for the moulds 
of impellers, another innovation in this sector, to create bespoke components for the pumps 
and more efficient products for the firm’s end users. This attitude towards continual innovation 
has ensured Apex Fluid Engineering remains a leading bespoke pump manufacturer, it has 
also lead to the securing of several overseas contracts. Sole studied Engineering at Dulwich 
College.
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KIRSTY WAINWRIGHT | UK CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT LEAD, PARSONS PEEBLES

Wainwright joined Parsons Peebles in June 2015 and is responsible for developing a CI 
programme across the firm’s nine sites throughout the UK. During her time at NCT Leather she 
was responsible for developing and implementing an operations excellence programme 
across both tanneries, to improve employee engagement and shop floor efficiencies. 
Wainwright undertook an MSc in Operations Excellence at Cranfield University and Lean Six 
Sigma at Strathclyde University. She is the winner of The Manufacturing Leader 2014 award at 
the Manufacturing Champion awards and has presented at different events about culture 
change and engagement within the workplace, as well as speaking engagements at schools 
to teach children about careers in manufacturing and engineering.

MIKE TURNER CBE | CHAIRMAN, BABCOCK INTERNATIONAL GROUP PLC AND GKN PLC.

Turner was appointed to the board of Babcock International Group PLC as a non-executive 
director in June 2008 and as chairman in November 2008. Since May 2012 he has also been 
chairman of GKN, where he was previously senior independent director. He is a former chief 
executive of BAE Systems and a former chairman of the UK Defence Industries Council (DIC). 
He is a member of the UK Government’s Apprenticeship Ambassadors Network and is a non-
executive director of Lazard Limited.

GEOFF TURNBULL MBE | CHAIRMAN, GT GROUP

The son of a Durham miner, Turnbull formed GT Group 30 years ago, which now incorporates 
six business units, a workforce of around 300 and a turnover of £40m. It has forward orders of 
£500m and projected growth in excess of 30% per annum. Its international divisions cover a 
diverse range of engineering activities including automotive products, project engineering 
and fabrication, composite mouldings, seals, process controls and coatings. Over 90% of 
its products and services are exported to more than 60 countries. Its engineering portfolio 
includes the manufacture of specialist environmental equipment to reduce exhaust emissions 
on heavy-duty diesel engines used by HGVs and safety breakaway couplings for LNG/LPG 
transfer in the offshore energy and marine sectors. Turnbull started his professional career as an 
apprentice toolmaker at Castrol Oil’s engineering division in Hartlepool.

T-W
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REBECCA TURNER | MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE MANAGER, JAGUAR LAND ROVER

Turner is a lean expert with over 27 years’ experience in aerospace, automotive and 
environmental manufacturing sectors. She started her career as an apprentice in BAE / Airbus 
and qualified as an engineer in the early 1990s. Turner has seen the industry develop over time 
and is proud of British engineering and passionate about UK manufacturing. Turner is keen to 
inspire future generations to seriously consider engineering as a career path of choice and 
strives to promote engineering to young females as a practical and fulfilling career option.

CHARLOTTE TINGLEY | QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEER, F-35 AIS, BAE SYSTEMS ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Tingley started her career with BAE Systems in 2006, joining the business as an Advanced 
Technical Apprentice after finishing her GCSEs. Originally from the Isle of Sheppey in Kent, 
Tingley is currently based at BAE Systems’ Electronic Systems facility in Rochester. In her nine 
years with the company, Tingley has completed an apprenticeship and worked on several 
exciting projects including the Harrier Jump Jet helmet, Eurofighter Typhoon Helmet and her 
most recent move to Active Inceptor Systems. In 2012, following a nomination from one of her 
project managers Tingley was nominated for the prestigious IET Young Woman Engineer of the 
Year award and was named runner up winning the Women’s Engineering Society Prize.

BEN WILSON | BUSINESS LEADER, MPM LTD.

Wilson has over 20 years’ experience in composites/GRP manufacture and has spent five 
years in his current role as business leader. In the years 2010 to 2014 his award-winning team has 
doubled its sales to £1m, while improving operations/processes and team development. After 
taking over in 2010, Wilson was aware he needed to improve his leadership and business skills by 
embarking on and completing business and leadership coaching. He more recently completed 
the Goldman Sachs 10KSB programme. Wilson currently holds a seat on the Composites UK 
Board, is part of the CAP scheme development and the Leeds Manufacturing Forum.

STEVE WHITTLE | HEAD OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE, AEROSPACE, ROLLS-ROYCE

Whittle has worked for Rolls-Royce in Business/IT roles for over 35 years, working in defence, 
AR&O, ERP, operations, finance, CHQ and aerospace. Whittle has produced a number 
of systems and tools capable of rapid analysis of programme changes, key performance 
indicators, financial information and business evaluations. Whittle designed, automated 
and implemented a global, Centralised Knowledge Management Hub providing reports 
and information for cost, quality, delivery and people. He was responsible for the 
development of the “Forecast to Cash” model, providing a comprehensive process map 
of all activities/transactions utilised with UK ERP and was instrumental in establishing a new 
corporate master scheduling process for defence aerospace. Whittle has also chaired 
various special interest groups.

ANTONIA-LEE WALKER | TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION,
ELRINGKLINGER (GB) LTD.

Walker joined ElringKlinger automotive manufacturer as technical support within the New 
Product Introduction department. Walker’s responsibility is to provide effective technical 
support to the NPI function of the business. Walker studied towards a Level 3 NVQ in 
Engineering. From there, she completed a HND in Engineering, besides a host of other 
qualifications. Walker has built up a portfolio of engineering experience at both an operations 
and technical level. ElringKlinger managing director Ian Malcolm said of Walker, “Antonia is 
a fantastic example of a motivated young individual who has excelled in her early career to 
stand out from the crowd and we have high prospects for her at ElringKlinger.”

W
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EMMA WILLIS MBE DL | MANAGING DIRECTOR, EMMA WILLIS LTD.

Emma Willis, English shirt maker in London, trained at the Slade School of Art before starting 
her business in 1987, designing and making men’s luxury shirts, all made in England. In 1999 she 
opened her elegant and intimate shop in Jermyn Street, on the corner of St James’s St and in 
2010 her English shirt-making factory in the centre of historic Gloucester. Her philosophy is to 
adhere to traditional English shirt making techniques, using luxurious Swiss and West Indian Sea 
Island Cottons.
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NIGEL WHITEHEAD | GROUP MANAGING DIRECTOR, PROGRAMMES AND SUPPORT, BAE SYSTEMS

Whitehead was appointed group managing director of Programmes and Support, one of 
three Global Operating Groups in BAE Systems, in 2008. In this role he is responsible for UK 
businesses including maritime, military air & information, combat vehicles (UK), UK munitions 
and the group’s shared services operations. These businesses deliver over £6bn turnover 
predominantly in UK defence but also in international markets. Whitehead undertakes a 
number of additional roles including: council member, Royal Academy of Engineering 
and Apprentice Ambassador Network; commissioner, UK Commission for Employment and 
Skills; chairman, WIG (Whitehall and Industry Group) and UK Council for Electronic Business; 
and council member, A|D|S (Aerospace, Defence, Security). Whitehead is a chartered 
engineer, a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society and a Fellow of the Royal Academy of 
Engineering. He has been active in defence programmes including design, development, 
production and support for 30 years, working in the UK, Sweden and Australia.



Autodesk
Thought leadership
Asif Moghal, Manufacturing Industry Manager, Autodesk shares 
his insight on the important role technology plays in ushering in the 
new era of manufacturing in the UK. 

T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P  –  A U T O D E S K

The forecast for British manufacturing is always hotly 
contested in the news, with debates over whether the 
outlook is rosy or cloudy. We believe, however, that we are 
on the cusp of a new era of manufacturing.
 
Shifts in consumer demand and new manufacturing and 
design technology mean the future of making things is 
changing rapidly. And, if the UK is to continue to be seen 
as a leader in manufacturing innovation, companies need 
to ensure they grasp every advantage available to them.  

Those individuals included in TM Top 100 celebrated here are 
leading the way to usher in this new era of manufacturing, 
and we can provide the tools for the industry to keep Britain 
at the forefront of manufacturing success.  

British soil is fertile for manufacturing growth 
KPMG reported this year that growing investment in new 
technologies and materials, as well as good tax rates and 
stable markets, are all creating a fertile ground for UK 
manufacturing to prosper. And there is an abundance of 
new tools available that can not only boost innovation, 
but also streamline processes and create new revenue 
opportunities. The cloud and connected devices are 
enabling mass collaboration and customisation of 
products, driving transformative innovation by connecting 
more people in real time. We also have easy-to-use 
organic modelling tools, generative design, shape 
optimisation and simulation that mean manufacturers can 
innovate and improve the performance of their products 
and explore possibilities of flexible manufacturing with 3D 
printing or other additive manufacturing processes. 

Smart, connected devices can help manufacturers 
change the experience of buying and owning their 
product, while also extending their involvement in 
their products long beyond the production line. Big 
data insights can further customise products, providing 
greater lifetime value to their customer. It’s this repetitive 
advantage that is shaping the ‘future of making things’ 
and manufacturers need a product innovation platform, 
which is where Autodesk comes in.

Supporting our future makers
Our aim is to help our current and future customers 
harness the knowledge and tools to help transition to this 
new era of manufacturing. We offer British manufacturing 
companies a free and confidential discovery meeting to 
assess them for the future of making things. We provide 
cost-effective solutions that help manufacturers innovate 
and capitalise. Cloud plays a big part by offering 
manufacturers access to the latest design software 
and collaborative processes, with lower upfront costs 
and the ability to pay-as-you-go. In July 2016 we will be 
fully transitioning to a subscription-based model, where 
manufacturing software such as Autodesk Fusion 360, PLM 
360, AutoCAD and Inventor will be available on a multi-
year, annual, quarterly or monthly basis. 

We’ve been at the forefront of design technologies for 
the past thirty years, constantly shaping our approach 
to reflect the evolving manufacturing market and 
will continue to do so. This is an exciting time in British 
manufacturing – as these 100 most inspiring leaders 
demonstrate – and we’re looking forward to supporting 
companies’ development as they continue to innovate.     

Asif Moghal
Manufacturing Industry Manager 
Autodesk
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The future of making 
things



BDO
Thought leadership
Tom Lawton, Business Assurance Partner Head, BDO Manufacturing, 
sets out his guidelines to support the future of UK manufacturing.

T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P  –  B D O

To build a robust and strong economy it is essential that 
greater balance is achieved in order that prosperity can 
flow around the country and not just concentrated in 
London and the South East. 

Britain’s historic strengths in manufacturing, innovation, 
design and service; and the significant potential that the 
move to more automated manufacturing offers, should 
be supported and developed as key foundations for a 
successful, growing and well balanced UK economy. The 
Manufacturer Top 100 highlights the many areas in which 
inspirational people (well supported by their companies) 
lead the world and are helping us develop manufacturing 
in what is an exciting but challenging environment. 
They should be used as shining examples of how UK 
manufacturing continues to have relevance on the UK 
and world stage. However, firms cannot do this alone. 
Government has a role to play in supporting the sector 
in an increasingly competitive world and we believe that 
some of the initiatives below will help to do this. 

Manufacturing is a long-term game – most businesses in 
the sector rely on large capital investments which pay 
off over years or even decades. Businesses need stability 
and certainty in government policy if they are to commit 
to the investment that the country needs to grow. The 
Government should, therefore, match manufacturers’ 
long-term outlook by looking 15-20 years ahead to 
plan an industrial policy, avoiding the disruptions of the 
political cycle. This should include setting a formal target 
for manufacturing growth over the next five, ten and 20 
years to provide the background to a sustainable industrial 
policy. The programme must be steered by a dedicated 
manufacturing minister, able to focus on firms’ needs in a 
way that will benefit us all. 

Employers’ NI is also a barrier to businesses taking on new 
workers. The government has sought to tinker with National 
Insurance reliefs over the past few years but the impact of 
these measures has so far proven negligible. To back up the 
Government’s rhetoric on targeting a doubling in exports, a 
bold step is required. A temporary reduction in Employers’ NI, 

Striking a balance
for UK businesses that take on all new employees involved in 
manufacturing production processes, would be a targeted 
relief aimed at those businesses that are most likely to be 
exporters or that supply exporters.

Productive manufacturing needs investment and the 
Government must encourage this in every way possible. 
We strongly support the steps taken in this direction by 
increasing the annual investment allowance to £200,000, 
(and a temporary increase to £500,000), but this step is not 
yet the game-changer, we need to unleash manufacturing 
might. Government should take the bold step of increasing 
the annual investment allowance for expenditure on plant 
and machinery to £5m for five years. This increase would 
provide a significant incentive for mid-market businesses to 
invest in the capital assets that will drive future growth, and 
give businesses the confidence to plan ahead.

Tom Lawton
Business Assurance Partner Head 
BDO Manufacturing
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For James Walton, Lloyds Bank director of manufacturing, 
technology is at the very heart of our manufacturing 
future. “Technology is what will drive UK manufacturers to 
dominance on the world stage,” he says. “Being able to 
utilise technology effectively will create new opportunities 
for British businesses in their domestic and global markets.” 
 
Certainly, one factor contributing to continued low 
productivity in the UK is arguably under-investment in 
technology. Figures from the ONS show, for example, 
that the G7 countries excluding the UK are on average 
17% more productive than the UK.1 And, with low 
productivity growth a significant risk factor for poor 
economic performance, it is an area that requires careful 
consideration.  
 
Encouraging investment 
Building a healthy and sustainable UK economy will 
depend on bringing productivity growth closer in line with 
GDP. Steps to improve productivity include encouraging 
investment in plant and machinery and in the skills of the UK 
workforce. Lloyds Banking Group’s £5m investment in the 
Advanced Manufacturing Training Centre, an extension of 
the Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC), is designed 
to support this cause and help future-proof manufacturing 
in the UK. 

Investing in the next 
generation

“The MTC is an amazing centre of excellence with a global 
reputation,” says Walton. “As one of the Government’s 
catapult centres, it provides state-of-the-art resources for 
companies across the UK. 
 
“We have worked alongside the MTC for a number of years 
and witnessed their commitment to helping businesses 
understand what new technology can offer them. In this 
way, the MTC really lives up to its mission to help British 
manufacturers optimise their whole systems.”  

Supporting UK manufacturers 
The investment, which marks the Bank’s largest since the 
2012 Olympic Games, will create a centre of skills expertise 
for the next generation of British manufacturers. The Lloyds 
Bank AMTC will develop over 1,000 engineering trainees, 
including many new apprentices and graduates, as well as 
manufacturing professionals. 

– Neil Rawlinson, Strategic Development Director, The Manufacturing 
Technology Centre

Lloyds Bank
Thought leadership
What will it take to future-proof manufacturing in the UK? James 
Walton, Director of Manufacturing at Lloyds Bank and Neil 
Rawlinson, Strategic Development Director at The Manufacturing 
Technology Centre, explain their collaborative approach.

T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P  –  L L O Y D S  B A N K

“This is a very cost-effective way of 
making the business case for investment 
and removing the risk of change.”

T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P  –  L L O Y D S  B A N K

James Walton
Director, Manufacturing, 
Lloyds Bank Commercial Banking

– James Walton Director, Manufacturing, Lloyds Bank Commercial Banking

“Manufacturing is one of Lloyds Bank’s key sector 
specialisms,” Walton explains, “We recognise the industry’s 
importance in re-balancing the UK economy and helping 
us to grow exports. 
 
“At the moment, growth in manufacturing is all too often 
constrained by the lack of highly-skilled employees. Working 
alongside the MTC, the Training Centre can address the 
skills gap, invest in talent and support innovation.” 
 
Centre of excellence 
The centre, which opens its doors to apprentices this 
autumn, provides real-life environments in which trainees 
can gain hands-on experience of the latest technological 
processes. World-leading experts and renowned 
academics in manufacturing and engineering specialism 
will offer unique learning opportunities. 
 
It is, as Neil Rawlinson, Strategic Development director at 
the MTC points out, an important development in helping 
join up the technology with the necessary skills to leverage 
it and boost manufacturing growth. 
 
“At the MTC we really bridge the gap between great 
science and the technologies that businesses need to 
improve their productivity,” he explains. “The problem is, if 
you don’t actually develop the skills in the young people 
to work with new technologies as you develop them, they 
won’t actually get into the supply base. The Lloyds Bank 
AMTC will help us create the workforce that can work 
effectively with these processes from the outset, so that they 
get pulled into industry quicker and we start to really see the 
pay-off.” 
 
Building innovative processes 
Investing in next generation technology can be a huge 
step for a business – a leap of faith that the return on 
that investment will be significant. The MTC can help 
reduce that risk by demonstrating the effectiveness and 
efficiency of new processes at an early stage, before 
large amounts of capital are invested.  

Working with businesses ranging from SMEs to global MNCs, 
the MTC takes a holistic approach. A production line review 
is carried out at the initial stages to fully understand what 
issues a company faces. Solutions, ranging from advice, 
access to the latest equipment, implementation support or 
even a full-scale research activity, can then be offered. 
“We have nine teams, including Advanced Tooling and 
Fixturing, Electronics Manufacturing, Intelligent Automation, 
High Integrity Fabrication, Informatics, Non-conventional 
Machining, and we’re the National Centre for Net 
Shape and Additive Manufacturing, or 3D printing,” says 

Rawlinson. “We also have a large simulation team, allowing 
us to run different ways of operating a factory in a virtual 
world, before spend is committed. This is a very cost-
effective way of making the business case for investment 
and removing the risk of change.” 

 

An open invitation 
Based in Coventry, the MTC and AMTC are a national 
treasure for both UK manufacturers and global MNCs with 
UK subsidiaries. 
 
“We have introduced many of our clients to the expertise 
available at the MTC,” says Walton. “It’s a resource that I’d 
encourage all manufacturers to visit, to see what the MTC and 
the AMTC can offer and to understand how these amazing 
centres can support investment in their business growth.” 

“The Lloyds Bank Advanced 
Manufacturing Training Centre sees us 
joining forces with the MTC to help future-
proof manufacturing in the UK.”



F I N A L  T H O U G H T

If only I could tell you that the problem we highlighted 
last year was solved. That when I ask individuals beyond 
the reach of the manufacturing community they replied, 
“Manufacturing? What a fantastic and dynamic sector to 
be involved in. It is my understanding that jobs in industry 
are well-paid and exciting, in fact, I’ve been telling my 
children all about it and it’s their ambition to be a part of 
the sector.”

The lack of visible role models in manufacturing underlined 
by Professor John Perkins in his review of engineering skills 
still exists, to an extent the old perceptions still remain and 
despite the concept that manufacturing defines and 
continues to define the very fabric of our surroundings, 
many people still consider it to be dirty, dangerous and dull.

Albeit slowly, the status quo is changing. The progress in 
raising the profile of manufacturing is neither automatic nor 
inevitable, however our dream at The Manufacturer is that 
projects like TM Top 100 are a step towards the ultimate 
goal. Not only this, but we hope that those showcased 
within the report, their unique stories of struggle, grit, 
determination and success act as beacons of inspiration to 
stimulate growth and talent in the sector.

Those outlined in this report are catalysts for change 
in the sector. They strive for innovation, the newest 
technologies and pioneering business models. They 
acclimatise, pivot and plunge forward as markets and 
competition develop. They are the driving force behind 

Every journey begins 
with one step

the UK manufacturing renaissance and to understand 
their journeys is to understand why it is truly exciting to be 
manufacturing in Britain.

As a shortlisted member of TM Top 100 you have a vital part 
to play in achieving the change that we so desperately 
need in the sector. We encourage you, as shortlisted 
figures in this extraordinary cohort of people, to use your 
achievements to raise the profile of manufacturing by 
taking part in two of the following:

It is hugely rewarding to have taken part in this year’s 
TM Top 100 report, and although its outcomes are still 
only ripples in a larger wave of change, witnessing and 
conversing with this year’s exceptionally talented group 
of individual gives me great hope and enthusiasm in the 
revolution that initiatives these are so inevitably destined 
to create.

Final thought

Editor, The Manufacturer Top 100 report

F I N A L  T H O U G H T

• Nominate two individuals for The Manufacturer Top 100 2016
• Become a STEM ambassador
• Open your factory doors to schools and other academic 

instututions
• Join our editorial board
• Write for us
• Host a stand at a career fair
• Speak at our events
• Join us at our events
• Take on an apprentice

Victoria Fitzgerald
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